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Abstract  
Autosomal STR-analysis is the standard method of DNA-typing in casework. However, 

there are sample types, especially vaginal samples from sexual assaults, that may contain a 

large fraction of female DNA and a minimal fraction of male DNA. The male fraction may not 

be successfully amplified using autosomal STR-analysis because it “drowns” in the female 

fraction. However, the analysis of male-specific YSTR markers may circumvent this obstacle.  

The purpose of this study was to analyze YSTR markers in the Norwegian population, 

including male individuals that are third generation Norwegian on their father’s father side. 

Two analysis kits based on different technologies were used. The Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification 

kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) is based on polymerase chain reaction and capillary 

electrophoresis and obtains fragment length-based information of the loci in the kit. The 

ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep is sequence-based and provides both fragment length- and 

sequence-based information for the loci in the kit. The fragment length-based information is 

collected to create a foundation for a reference database of YSTR haplotypes that can be used 

to calculate the statistical weight of the evidence upon a DNA-profile match.  

Several loci overlap between the two kits, and the concordance based on fragment 

length was 99.65%. Forensic parameters and diversity values were calculated for Yfiler Plus, 

Y-filer (the precursor of Yfiler Plus) and ForenSeq haplotypes in order to evaluate the analytical 

power of the kits. The ForenSeq loci proved to have the best analytical power, followed by the 

Yfiler Plus and Yfiler loci. These results also proved that the inclusion of rapidly mutating YSTR 

markers increase the analytical power. Sequencing leads to an increase in sequence-based 

allele variants compared to length-based allele variants. Many of the allele variants found here 

are apparently novel.  

The Norwegian dataset proved to comprise of three major genetic substructures 

belonging to three haplogroups and was significantly different from twelve of thirteen 

European populations.  
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Introduction  
The most common case of sexual assault is a man (or men) assaulting a woman. In 

2017 the Norwegian Police received 1968 reports of assault or attempted assault (1). Of the 

victims, 1737 were girls or women. In the case of rape with vaginal perpetration, the 

perpetrator will with high probability leave DNA traces within the woman’s vagina. If a vaginal 

sample is retrieved from the woman for DNA analysis, the vaginal sample usually contains 

large amounts of female DNA and a small fraction of male DNA. One can analyze this sample 

in two ways. First, one can perform a traditional short tandem repeat (STR) analysis of the 

autosomal chromosomes. Second, one can perform a STR-analysis of the Y-chromosome, 

called YSTR-analysis.  

When performing an 

autosomal DNA analysis on this 

type of sample, the male 

contribution may be difficult to 

interpret or completely lost in the 

analysis. Vaginal samples usually 

contain large amounts of DNA, 

with a large fraction of female 

DNA and a small fraction of male 

DNA. For STR-analysis, the sample 

must be diluted based on the total 

DNA concentration and the male 

fraction may be diluted so much 

that it cannot be detected. 

However, if a YSTR-analysis was 

performed the sample would be diluted based only on the DNA concentration of the male 

fraction, because the female DNA would not be amplified. The small male DNA faction may be 

enough for a complete, or nearly complete DNA-profile. Figure 1 illustrates the autosomal STR 

and YSTR-profiles that may be observed in the two analysis for the same sample. YSTR-analysis 

also makes it easier to identify if there is more than one male contributor in the sample. YSTR-

analysis can be carried out regardless of the cell type(s) that make up the male fraction, it can 

be sperm cells, white blood cells or epithelial cells. The only requirement is that the male DNA 

concentration is sufficient (2).  

YSTR-analysis can be useful for several other applications. For forensic purposes the 

most relevant applications are investigations of sexual assaults, testing amelogenin-deficient 

males, paternity testing, missing person investigations, and bio-geographical ancestry 

analyses. Other field of interest for YSTR-analysis are migration and evolutionary studies, and 

genealogical and historical research (3). When running an autosomal STR-analysis, the 

amelogenin marker is usually used as the sex determining marker (4, 5). The amelogenin 

marker can have a six bp insertion that prevents correct amplification, or the gene can be 

Figure 1 – Illustration of possible DNA-profiles using autosomal STR 
and YSTR-analysis on a vaginal sample from a sexual assault. The 
sample contains a large fraction of female DNA and a small fraction 

male DNA. Figure from (3). 
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deleted entirely (5). In these cases, YSTR analyses can be used to verify or dismiss if the 

contributor to the sample is male. However, in some of the newest commercial STR kits, 

amelogenin is usually not the only sex-determining marker in the kit. If an individual is 

amelogenin deficient, the analysis results of the other sex markers will assist in correct gender 

assessment. In motherless paternity cases, YSTR-analysis can be used to identify the father or 

male relatives. For missing persons investigations, male relatives can be used as reference 

samples.  

In biogeographic ancestry analyses, the geographic origin of a person’s paternal 

ancestors can be determined by predicting the haplogroup to which this individual’s YSTR 

haplotype belongs to (6).  A haplogroup is a collection of haplotypes assumed to descend from 

a shared ancestor. The haplogroups are separated by mutations in the non-recombining 

regions of the Y-chromosome. Biogeographic ancestry information can be useful in which 

where autosomal STR-profiles do not match with any reference profiles. The haplogroup 

information ideally combined with information about the perpetrators physical appearance 

and age, obtained from witness description or predictions about ancestry and phenotypical 

traits obtained from single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analyses, may guide the 

investigation in the correct direction (7, 8).  

STR markers characteristics   

Short tandem repeats (STR) are a type of non-coding repeated DNA sequences that 

consist of a variable number of repeat units. They are associated with constitutively 

heterochromatic regions of the chromosomes and can be found on most chromosomes. The 

analysis of autosomal STR markers is the standard method for DNA typing today. However, as 

explained earlier the analysis of autosomal STR markers is not always the best option for all 

sample types, and this thesis focuses therefore on the analysis of YSTR markers. STR markers 

in general differ in three ways, the length of the repeat unit, the number of repeats, and the 

overall repeat pattern (9, 10). STR markers are named based on the length of the repeat unit 

(11, 12); dinucleotide, trinucleotide, tetranucleotide, pentanucleotide, or hexanucleotide. 

Simple repeats consist of a repeat unit sequence that are repeated several times (10, 12, 13). 

Compound repeats have two or more adjacent similar repeats. Complex repeats contain 

several repeat units of varying fragment length and sequence.  

Thousands of STR markers in the human genome have been characterized. Ideally, one 

uses the STR markers that produce the lest noise (stutters), have a suitable mutation rate (not 

too high and not too low) and are the most polymorphic. These STR markers are usually 

tetranucleotides, e.g. because tetranucleotides occur more frequently than penta- and 

hexanucleotides, and because di- and tri-nucleotides often produce more noise (13-17). All 

these aspects are thoroughly checked before STR markers are selected.  

STR markers have become popular in forensic genetics for two reasons. They are 

extensively polymorphic, and their fragment size is rather small. The extensive polymorphism 

make STR markers an ideal tool for differentiation of individuals, both within and across 
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populations and ethnic groups (12, 18). The small size makes them easy to amplify, even if the 

sample is somewhat degraded, something that is a very common challenge in forensic 

samples. The polymorphism 

of STR markers is caused by 

replication errors in the form 

of polymerase slippage. The 

large homologous regions can 

trigger insertions or deletions 

of repeat units by aligning 

incorrectly during DNA 

replication, as illustrated in 

Figure 2 (19, 20). The 

polymerase slippage leads to 

a large variation of number of 

repeat units and extensive 

polymorphism among and 

within populations making 

these markers ideal for 

forensic analysis. (21) 

Y-chromosomal analysis  

YSTR-analysis is the analysis of a collection of multiple YSTR markers to determine a 

man’s YSTR-profile, also called YSTR haplotype. Due to their polymorphic nature the 

probability that two unrelated men have the same YSTR haplotype corresponds with the 

incidence of this haplotype in the population. All paternally related males will have the same 

YSTR haplotype unless mutations occur, explained in more detail later. For optimal 

effectiveness across several jurisdictions a set of standardized markers are selected (described 

in next section). The standard analysis method is polymerase chain reaction (PCR). PCR allows 

creation of millions of copies of the DNA, where specific primers are used to prime specific 

YSTR markers than subsequently are amplified by a polymerase. The sample is then injected 

trough a capillary electrophoresis (CE) where the amplified DNA fragments are separated and 

measured. A more in dept description is presented later.  

YSTR marker history  

The first polymorphic YSTR markers discovered were published in 1992 and were, the 

same year, used to free an imprisoned man from murder and rape charges (22, 23). Up until 

this point only a few restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP) were identified on the 

Y-chromosome (22). RFLP is a method that cleaves the DNA at specific restriction sites and 

then separated the fragments using a gel electrophoresis. Since then, more YSTR markers have 

been discovered and are used for DNA-typing (24-34). Reasons for the increase in YSTR marker 

discoveries were improvements in bioinformatical platforms and the increased availability of 

Figure 2 – Mechanism of DNA polymerase slippage. Slippage can lead to 
addition or subtraction of one repeat unit. Figure modified from (21). 
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sequence information provided by the Human Genome Project (35). In 1997, the European 

forensic community chose a set of eight standardized YSTR markers, DYS19, DYS389I/II, 

DYS390, DYS391, DYS392, DYS393 and DYS385a/b, termed minimal haplotype group (36, 37). 

The set of YSTR markers were so named to represent the minimal requirement for adequate 

informative haplotyping in forensic casework (36). In 2003, the U.S. Scientific Working Group 

on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) updated the minimal haplotype collection by adding 

two more YSTR markers, DYS438 and DYS439 (38).  

Previously, most YSTR markers used for forensic purposes had mutation rates of 

approx. 10-3 per locus per generation, allowing the separation between groups of closely and 

distantly related individuals in male lineages (39). However, these YSTR markers do not allow 

the separation of closely related individuals in the same paternal lineage. In the early 2010, a 

new, more rapidly mutating YSTR markers were characterized and later implemented in 

commercial kits (39-41). Rapidly mutating (RM) YSTR markers have a mutation rate of approx. 

10-2 per locus per generation and have proven successful in discriminating between distantly 

and closely related individuals (41-43).  

Several commercial kits are available to analyze YSTR markers, such as the Yfiler PCR 

Amplification kit (Thermo Fisher), PowerPlex Y23 System (Promega), Yfiler Plus PCR 

Amplification kit (Thermo Fisher) and ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep kit (Illumina/Verogen). All 

four kits contain the minimal haplotype group of YSTR markers described above, except 

DYS393 that is included in the Yfiler Plus kit only. The kits also contain various additional YSTR 

markers in order to improve the discriminatory capacity further. Two of these commercial kits 

are used in this study, the Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit and ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep 

kit. These kits contain 25 and 24 YSTR markers respectively. Table 1 shows the YSTR markers 

used in each kit and to what degree they overlap.  

Table 1 - Overview of the YSTR markers included in Yfiler Plus and ForenSeq. Bold YSTR markers make up the 
minimal haplotype group, italic YSTR markers are rapidly mutating, and asterisk YSTR markers contain non-
nucleotide linkers in the Yfiler Plus kit.  

Unique Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit STR markers Overlapping YSTR markers  

DYS393  
Y-GATA-H4* 

DYS19* 
DYS385a/b 
DYS389I* 
DYS389II* 
DYS390* 
DYS391* 
DYS392* 
DYS437* 
DYS438* 

 

 
DYS439 
DYS448* 
DYS460 
DYS481 
DYS533 
DYS570 
DYS576 

DYS635* 
DYF387S1 

DYS449* 

DYS456 

DYS458 

DYS518* 

DYS627* 

Unique ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep kit YSTR markers 

DYS505 

DYS522 

DYS549 

DYS612  

DYS643 
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Lineage markers  

The genomic material in s cell is divided in two, the nuclear DNA and the mitochondrial 

DNA. The nuclear DNA is composed of autosomal chromosomes and sex chromosomes. The 

Y-chromosome makes up a tiny portion of the genomic material. All these DNA types provide 

varying information and can be used in different ways in forensic genetics. As previously 

stated, standard DNA-typing is done with autosomal STR markers, because they are the most 

polymorphic and discriminating containing one allele from each parent as the genetic 

information is recombined with each offspring. Autosomal markers are termed genotypes as 

they contain mixed genetic information from both parents. However, the mitochondrial and 

Y-chromosomal markers are inherited directly from parents to offspring without 

recombination (3). Thus, these markers are referred to as haplotypes, rather than genotypes 

as they contain information from one parent and therefore consists of single alleles (in most 

cases).  

The Y-chromosome differs 

from the autosomal chromosomes 

and X-chromosome in several ways; 

number of alleles in each marker, 

inheritance pattern, recombination 

and analytical power. Most YSTR 

markers contain one allele per 

marker because there is one copy 

of the loci on the Y-chromosome, 

except for DYS385a/b and 

DYF387S1 (among others), which 

are multicopy loci and exist in more 

than one copy on the Y-

chromosome due to duplication 

events. As stated, autosomal 

markers contain one allele from 

each parent. The YSTR chromosome 

is inherited in its entirety from father 

to son without recombination, though mutations can occur. Figure 3 depicts the inheritance 

pattern of the Y-chromosome and the autosomal chromosomes. The Y-chromosome is 

inherited as a lineage while the autosomal chromosomes comprises of the shuffled genetic 

information from the individual’s ancestors. (44) 

During meiosis in males the Y-chromosome does not recombine with the X-

chromosomes because these chromosomes are structurally too different and contain 

different genetic information (45). However, in males the Y and X chromosome do recombine 

slightly in the pseudoautosomal regions (PAR) at the chromosomal ends of the YSTR to ensure 

that the sex chromosomes link together during cell division and are correctly divided to the 

Figure 3 – Illustration of the inheritance pattern for the Y-
chromosome (males) and autosomal chromosomes. Figure 
modified from (44) 
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daughter cells (3, 46). In females the X-chromosomes recombine with each other because they 

are sister chromatids, hence they are structurally identical and encode the same genetic 

information. Because all YSTR markers are inherently linked the haplotype will count as one 

allele, and not a combination of several, as for autosomal STR markers. Due to the reasons 

described above YSTR-analysis does not have the same analytical powers as autosomal STR-

analysis because all paternally related men will have the same haplotype, unless a mutation 

occurs.  

The mitochondrial DNA is inherited in its entirety from mother to offspring and is not 

actively altered, though mutations may occur. In this way, the mitochondrial DNA is similar to 

the Y-chromosome which is inherited from father to son without altercation because it does 

not recombine. Mitochondrial DNA can be utilized in forensic genetics, specifically if a sample 

heavily degraded (3). Mitochondrial DNA is a small, circular molecule and can exist in several 

hundred copies in each cell, which makes it ideal to analyze when the nuclear DNA is too 

degraded for a complete analysis. 

Population- and reference databases 

In forensic genetics there are not only several types of DNA markers that can be 

analyzed, there is also a variety of different sample types. Roughly DNA samples can be divided 

in two, biological trace samples and reference samples. Trace samples are found in and on, 

among others, items, clothes, and surfaces related to the crime scene and/or the people 

involved. These samples can for example be a blood, semen or spit stain. These samples are 

of unknown origin and vary greatly in quality and quantity. Reference samples are collected 

from known individuals, i.e. the victims, suspects, witnesses, people involved in the police 

work, or anyone the investigators are interested in.  

When a match between the DNA-profiles of a reference sample and a trace sample is 

obtained calculations are needed to evaluate the chance of a random match (47). In standard 

autosomal STR typing a population database can be used to calculate the random match 

probability (RMP). A population database contains allele frequencies from individuals in a 

given population or ethnic group and exemplifies common and rare alleles in the given 

population. To calculate RMP for an autosomal STR genotype the allele frequencies for all the 

alleles in the genotype are multiplied. RMP can be used in standard autosomal STR-typing 

because the alleles recombine independently. When a match is obtained with a YSTR-profile 

the random match probability cannot be calculated in the same way due to the uniparental 

inherence pattern. In this case all alleles are inherited dependently, as a “package”. Therefore, 

the alleles cannot be summed, and the haplotype needs to be treated as one “allele” with only 

one frequency. Therefore, there is no need to collect YSTR allele frequencies in a population 

database. However, it is necessary to collect whole haplotypes in reference databases.  

The largest reference database is the Y-chromosome haplotype reference database 

(YHRD) (www.YHRD.org). YHRD is a free, open access collection of YSTR markers and YSNPs 

from uploaded population samples. These populations are either national databases or 
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obtained from smaller geographical areas. The database has three objectives: “generate 

reliable YSTR haplotype frequency estimates for YSTR haplotypes to be used in the quantitative 

assessment of matches in forensic and kinship casework, assessment of male population 

stratification among world-wide populations as far as reflected by YSTR and YSNP frequency 

distributors, and provision of advanced tools and further resources concerning YSTRs and 

YSNPs” (48). The database contains YSTR haplotypes from six commercially available analysis 

kits: Minimal, PowerPlex X, Yfiler, PowerPlex Y23, Yfiler Plus, and Maximal. The kits are ranged 

in order from most to least entries. The YHRD database provides a haplotype search function 

and several tools for genetic population analyses. 

Length-based versus sequence-based assessment of YSTR markers 

One can evaluate YSTR markers in two ways, based on the fragment length or 

sequence. When typing YSTR markers based on fragment length, the allele values reflect how 

many times the repeat unit is repeated, e.g. for allele 14 the repeat unit is repeated 14 times. 

The challenge with the length-based information is that sequence variants that do not alter 

the overall fragment length of the marker will not be detected. These allele variants are called 

isoalleles. Typing YSTR markers based on fragment length is the current standard practice and 

is done using PCR and CE. Next generation sequencing (NGS), or Massive parallel sequencing 

(MPS), can however evaluate the YSTR markers both based on fragment length and sequence 

(49, 50). Sequencing will uncover all sequence variants that do not alter the overall length of 

the YSTR, as opposed to fragment length-based approach. Sequence variants can be located 

in the repeat unit or in the flanking regions upstream or downstream of the repeat unit. 

Therefore, sequencing can increase the number of allele variants in YSTR markers, which in 

turn increases the power of discrimination. In some cases, such as samples containing several 

donors, this added power can be beneficial.   

Polymerase chain reaction and capillary electrophoresis  

Today’s standard method for DNA-typing is PCR followed by CE. PCR is the process of 

amplifying specific sequences of DNA to hundreds of millions of copies within a few hours 

using a thermal cycler (51). Specific primers mark the DNA sequences of interest and these 

are amplified by DNA polymerases on the forward and backward strand, the remaining DNA 

is not amplified. The process involves precise cycles of heating and cooling in order to 

denature the double stranded DNA to anneal the primers and to synthesize the new DNA 

strand, respectively. For each cycle the DNA is doubled, and the final product is called 

amplicon.  

Since a primer is specific for one region several primers are needed in order to amplify 

more than one sequence of interest at the time, termed multiplexing. For a successful 

multiplex all primers used need to be specific, i.e. no cross-over, and compatible, i.e. possess 

similar requirements for annealing temperature. The addition of each primer requires 

considerable planning and numerous testing in order to map each primers specificity, thermal 
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requirements, and possible primer interactions. If the products are relatively different in size, 

the size is enough to separate the fragments, but if it is desired to amplify products with the 

same or similar sizes fluorescent labels can be used for separation in CE. There are three ways 

to introduce fluorescence to PCR products, fluorescent intercalating dyes, fluorescent dNTPs, 

and fluorescently dye-labeled primers. The latter is most common.  

Today, multiplexing of more than 20 STR markers using a 5-or 6-dye detection systems 

is possible. There are some additional challenges in designing primers for STR marker DNA-

typing for forensic purposes. There should not be amplification of non-specific products, 

meaning the primer cannot bind anywhere else on the DNA, and the primers have to produce 

results with good peak height, and interlocus balance for loci containing more than one allele. 

Loci with the same fluorescent dye should also be sufficiently separated by size. If there is not 

enough space, separation can be obtained using mobility-modifying nonnucleotide linkers 

(12). These linkers allow reproducible repositioning of the alleles in order to enable interlocus 

spacing. Each linker unit causes a shift of approx. 2.5 nucleotides. Designing a multiplex PCR is 

tedious work but the availability of various commercial reagent kits has made the lab work 

simpler, and most labs do not create their own multiplex PCRs anymore.  

After the amplification 

prosses the DNA fragments 

need to be separated in order 

to interpret the results (52). 

As previously mentioned, the 

standard method of 

separation today is CE, and is 

based on electric charges. The 

phosphate groups on the DNA 

molecule make the product 

negatively charged, and the 

molecule will therefore want 

to travel from a negatively charged to a positively charged area. The method is divided into 

three fully automated steps, injection, separation and detection. The major components in 

the CE instrument is illustrated in Figure 4. In brief summary, the DNA sample is injected from 

the sample tray to the inlet buffer, and because this buffer is negatively charged the DNA 

fragments will travel though the capillary to the positively charged outlet buffer. Before 

reaching the outlet buffer the DNA fragments pass a detection window where a laser excites 

the fluorescent dyes. The excitation is registered by a fluorescence detector. (53) 

Before the DNA samples can be injected into the instrument, they are diluted in 

formamide. The dilution has two purposes, the formamide denatures the DNA and reduced 

the amount of salt ions found in the sample. Salt ions compete with the DNA fragments to be 

injected and therefore need to be diluted. In addition, a size standard is added to the samples 

Figure 4 – The components in a capillary electrophoresis instrument. The 
samples are injected to the anode buffer and travels though the capillary. 
The DNA fragments in the samples are registered by a detector and this 
information is transferred to an analytical software. Figure from (53). 
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in order to compare the amplicons to fragments of known size. An allelic ladder is also added 

to one or more of the empty wells in order to compare the DNA fragments to known alleles.  

The injection is executed by applying an electric impulse when the capillary is placed 

in the DNA sample. As mentioned above, salt ions compete with the DNA molecule for loading 

into the capillary. When the DNA fragments are loaded into the capillary, they start moving 

towards the positively charged outlet buffer. The capillary contains a viscous polymer solution 

that acts as a sieving mechanism. Polymer chains in the solution function as obstacles for the 

DNA fragments passing though the polymer. Smaller DNA fragments will easier bypass the 

obstacles and reach the detection window faster. Larger DNA fragments will spend longer time 

on bypassing and arrive the detection window later. Upon arrival in the detection window a 

laser excites the fluorescent dye. The excitement is captured by a fluorescence detector and 

is plotted as a function of relative intensity emitted from the various dyes. In order for the 

instrument to know what fluorescent dye it is detecting a spectral calibration needs to be done 

on the instrument detector and the software used for data collection. The product of the 

spectral calibration are matrix files that indicate the degree of overlap one can expect in the 

dyes used. 

Lastly the data needs to be interpreted. Interpretation is done by uploading the data 

to an interpretive software that visualizes the results. The matrix files from the spectral 

calibration are used for color separation, the user-defined thresholds (set in the software) are 

used for peak identification, the size standard is used for peak sizing and the allelic ladder is 

used to call peaks to the correct allele.  

Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit  

In this thesis the Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham 

MA) was used for DNA-typing with PCR and CE. The multiplex kit amplifies 27 YSTR loci using 

a 6-dye detection system and non-nucleotide linkers (Table 1) (54). The sample sources are 

both extracted DNA samples and buccal samples on FTA cards. The Yfiler Plus kit was 

commercially available in 2014 and is a further development of AmpFLSTR Yfiler PCR 

Amplification kit that became commercially available in 2006. The AmpFLSTR Yfiler PCR 

amplification kit amplifies 17 YSTR markers using a 5-dye detection system. The Yfiler Plus kit 

contains the same YSTR markers as AmpFLSTR Yfiler PCR Amplification kit as well as DYS460, 

DYS481, DYS533, DYS576, DYS627, DYS518, DYS570, DYS449 and DYF387S1. The last six YSTR 

markers are rapidly mutating YSTR markers. Therefore, the discriminatory capacity of the 

Yfiler Plus kit is larger than the AmpFLSTR Yfiler PCR Amplification kit.  

Next generation sequencing  

In order to obtain sequence-based information of the DNA fragments the DNA sample 

can be sequenced using NGS. NGS technology enables sequencing of thousands of DNA 

fragments from multiple sources at once (55). There are three approaches to sequencing, 

whole-genome sequencing, whole-exome sequencing and targeted gene sequencing. They all 
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have advantages and disadvantages and are appropriate for various fields of research. For 

forensic purposes targeted gene sequencing is most relevant and presented further. Targeted 

gene sequencing is cost-effective and allows sequencing of genes of interest without 

unnecessary sequencing of irrelevant genes which is timesaving (56). Forensic DNA analysis 

can be more challenging than DNA analysis in other fields due to the variable nature of the 

DNA samples. They can be of low quality or quantity, and before analysis it is unknown if the 

sample contains DNA from more than one person (57). There is also a need for high accuracy 

and reproducibility.  

There are several commercially available NGS platforms today, and the most common 

kits used for forensic purposes are MiSeq (Illumina/Verogen), Ion Torrent PGM or S5 (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific).  These platforms utilize broadly the same workflow with library preparation, 

sequencing, imaging and data analysis (57). Library preparation involves also PCR amplification 

of the DNA sample and preparing the sample for sequencing. The preparation may vary from 

the NGS platform used. The amplification prior to sequencing can be done using different 

methods, e.g. amplicon-based method. Amplicon-based methods use specific primers that 

flank the targeted regions (58). Therefore, the flanking regions of the sequences of interest 

must be known in order to design appropriate primers (mutations here can cause bias or 

dropouts). Here index adaptors also can be used in order to separate DNA samples, allowing 

multiplexing. Amplicon-based enrichment is ideal for multiplexing and allows sequencing of 

multiple individuals at the same time, unlike CE. (59) 

After library preparation the 

libraries are amplified in order to 

obtain a measurable amount for 

sequencing. Illumina/Verogen uses 

bridge amplification on a flow cell 

where the amplicons are 

isothermally amplified to create 

clusters. The amplicons are evenly 

distributed on the flow cell and 

attach to one of the two oligos 

bound to the surface that are 

complementary to both ends of the 

amplicons. The bridge amplification and cluster generation happen as depicted in Figure 5. 

Upon hybridization between the oligo and the DNA fragment, a polymerase is recruited and 

synthesizes a new DNA strand from the oligo using the DNA fragment as a template. The now 

double stranded DNA is denatured, and the template is washed away. The synthesized strand, 

attached to the flow cell, now hybridizes with the other oligo on the flow cell, and a new strand 

is synthesized as a bridge. The bridge denatures and the double stranded DNA separates into 

two separate strands. Now both these will hybridize to the opposite oligo on the flow cell and 

will be amplified as a bridge as described above. After the amplification is completed all 

Figure 5 – Bridge amplification. E) DNA attached to flow cell.  
F) Perform bridge amplification. G) Generate clusters. Figure 
modified from (59). 
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reverse strands are removed and the 3’ ends of the remaining DNA fragments are blocked to 

prevent unwanted priming (60). Following bridge amplification, each amplicon will have 

created a cluster, and these clusters are parallelly sequenced (61).  

After the bridge amplification and cluster generation is completed the sequencing is 

initiated. Illumina/Verogen utilize sequencing by synthesis. All nucleotides are added in each 

cycle, but they contain fluorescens that allows nucleotide separation (60). The sequencing 

begins with elongation of the sequencing primer to produce the first read. For each cycle 

dNTPs tagged with fluorescens will compete for binding to the DNA template. Adenine and 

thymine, and guanin and cytosine are complementary and bind to each other. When bound 

the dNTPs are excited and emit a fluorescence signal that is registered by the instrument. The 

number of cycles determines the length of the fragment synthesized. Synthesis occurs all over 

the flow cell at the same time, it is therefore important that the clusters do not overlap. 

Several reads are done on both forward and reverse strands and the produced fragments in 

all cycles are registered by the instrument.  

ForenSeq™ Signature Prep kit  

Assessment by sequencing in this thesis done is with the ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep 

kit on the MiSeq FGx Forensic Genomics System (Illumina/Verogen), which is especially 

developed for use in forensic genetics (Figure 6). The ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep workflow 

consists of four steps; library preparation, cluster generation, sequencing and data analysis. 

The kit includes primers for 24 YSTR markers, in addition to several STR markers and SNPs (62). 

Two primer mixes are provided in the kit, DNA Primer Mix A (DPMA) and DNA Primer Mix B 

(DPMB). The latter is used in this study. Both primer mixes contain the 24YSTR, 7 XSTR and 27 

autosomal STR markers, and 94 identity SNPs, but DPMB also contains 56 ancestry-informative 

and 24 phenotypic-informative SNPs. For this study bother primer mixes could have been used 

but the typing results for the ancestry and phenotype informative SNP information from these 

samples will be used in different projects carried out by the research group. The kit uses 

amplicon-based enrichment with two rounds of PCR tagging each amplicon with an index and 

adaptor in order to analyze multiple DNA samples at once. The cluster generation is done by 

bridge amplification and the sequencing is done by synthesis. (59) 

 

Figure 6 – MiSeq FGx Forensic Genomics System workflow. Before sequencing the input DNA is prepared and 
libraries are created using the ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep kit. The libraries are injected to the MiSeq FGx 
Instrument where the sequencing occurs. The final results are uploaded and visualized the ForenSeq Universal 
Analysis Software (UAS). Figure from (62)  
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Aims of this study 

The Center for forensic genetics (CFG) has implemented methods for standard 

autosomal STR-typing and wishes to extend the analysis repertoire with YSTR analyses. The 

aims of this study were as follows: 

¤ Increase the sample size of male contributors with Norwegian ancestry in the 

research biobank at CFG (the Norwegian population sample). 

 

¤ Establish analysis protocols for two analysis kits based on different technologies, 

the capillary electrophoresis-based Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) and the sequencing-based ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep kit 

(Illumina/Verogen) for different types of reference samples  

 

¤ Compare length-based DNA-typing results from both kits to evaluate the 

concordance in the overlapping YSTR markers.  

 

¤ Assess sequence variation of YSTR markers in both the repeat unit and the 

flanking regions (ForenSeq)  

 

¤ Establish haplotype frequencies in the Norwegian population data set that can be 

used in reference databases (both kits)  

 

¤ Compare population genetic parameters for the Norwegian population with other 

European populations 
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Materials and methods 

Sample collection  

126 of the DNA samples used in this study were available in the biobank. These 

samples were collected in with an informed, written consent in Tromsø and Bodø (63, 64). To 

increase the sample size more samples were collected to the biobank. The sample set in this 

study came to a total of 301 individuals. However, for future publication 400 is needed (65). 

In this study samples were collected from willing donors at the University of Tromsø (UiT) and 

the collectors’ workplace in Tromsø. Totally 217 samples were collected, and of these 175 are 

third generation Norwegian on their fathers’ father side. Each sample consisted of buccal cells 

that were collected with a sterile foamed tipped applicator (Whatman®, Chicago IL) and 

deposited onto an FTA card (Whatman® FTA card, Chicago IL/COPAN Nucleic Card™, Brescia 

Italy). Each FTA card was stored in an evidence bag. A consent sheet and questionnaire were 

signed and filled out by each donor at time of collection. The questionnaire asked about the 

donors’ birth year and place, and the grandparents’ birthplace. It also included other 

information in line with previous sample collections, e.g. about skin, hair and eye color. 

However, this information is not relevant for this study but will be used in forthcoming 

projects. 

In total, the sample set included the 175 samples collected in this study and 126 

previously collected samples (63, 64). All DNA samples used in this study belong to individuals 

that have a Norwegian grandfather on their fathers’ side. All samples are gathered in a 

research biobank at the Centre of Forensic Genetics (CFG). The previous collection was done 

by obtaining blood samples. The donors signed the same informed consent sheet and 

questionnaire as the ones used in this study. The blood samples were previously purified using 

the QIAamp DNA Investigator kits (Qiagen, Hilden Germany) and quantified using the 

Quantifiler™ Trio DNA Quantification kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) on the 7500 

Real-time PCR system (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) (63, 64, 66). Aliquots of 0.2 

ng/µl DNA were available and used directly in the analysis, as described later. 

Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit  

An establishment of the method used according to the manufacturers protocol was 

needed as this method is new for the laboratory. The manufacturers protocol recommends 1 

ng DNA in 25µl reaction volume and testing 26-29 cycles of amplification (54). The laboratories 

experience using other kits from the same supplier was that 0.5 ng DNA and 29 cycles gave 

reliable results. Therefore, both 1 and 0.5 ng DNA, using DNA control 007, were amplified 

using 29 cycles. For this kit 1 ng DNA gave greater results than 0.5 ng DNA. In order to save 

resources five DNA samples were amplified using half the reagent volume. In this case the 

amount of DNA used in the samples and controls was 0.5 ng. Amplification was also tested 

using 29 cycles. The DNA samples used for this testing were previously extracted DNA samples 

(0.2ng/µl). The samples were successfully amplified and analyzed using these conditions, so 
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the remaining extracted DNA samples were successfully amplified using these conditions. For 

the extracted DNA samples, the reaction mix was prepared according to Table 2 and evenly 

distributed in the PCR tubes. DNA was added subsequently to the tubes before transferring 

them to the Verity 96 well Thermal Cycler (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) and starting 

the PCR according to Table 3.  

For the FTA cards (n=175) additional TE buffer was added to the reaction mix in order 

to provide enough liquid for the sample. These samples were also run using half the reagent 

volume. A 1.2 mm punch of each FTA card was used per reaction. Because the DNA quantity 

deposited on FTA cards is very variable, the first PCR-setups were varied out to find the 

optimal cycle number achieving good analysis results for as many samples as possible. Three 

setups were analyzed with 26, 27 and 28 cycles, respectively, each with 1.2 mm punches of 

the five samples. For these initial five samples 27 cycles showed good allele peak alleles in the 

electropherograms. To confirm that 27 cycles was optimal, the following analysis was carried 

out with 20 samples (and two controls). The electropherograms showed low allele peal heights 

and allele dropouts in several YSTR markers for several individuals. Therefore, the remaining 

runs were carried out using 28 cycles. The increased cycle number gave higher peaks and little 

to no allele dropouts. In total 93.1% (163/175) of the FTA cards were successfully analyzed 

using 28 cycles. For the FTA cards the reaction mix was also prepared, according to Table 2, 

and added to the tubes before the 1.2 mm punches were added. Without adding the liquid 

first, the punches would sometimes escape from the tubes due to static forces. Although the 

manufacturer’s protocol states that the punches should be added before the reaction mix it is 

also suggested there to reverse the order if one experiences issues with static forces (p.22). 

The PCR tubes were then transferred to the Verity 96 well Thermal Cycler and the PCR was 

started according to Table 3.  

The DNA concentration on twelve of the FTA cards were either too low, having low 

allele peak heights and incomplete DNA-profiles, or too high, having a high number of 

artefacts and split peaks in the electropherogram that make in difficult to confidently type the 

alleles. These samples were analyzed using 29 or 27 PCR cycles, respectively. Six of the DNA 

samples with a low DNA concentration were also analyzed with two 1.2 mm punches in order 

to increase the DNA input, but for all except one sample none of the YSTR markers were 

amplified. Probably due to saturation.  

I total, adjusting the cycle number resulted in full DNA-profiles for seven samples. For 

the remaining five samples with insufficient typing result, a small piece of these FTA cards 

(approx. 25 mm2) was cut out using sterile scalpels and extracted using the PrepFiler Express 

extraction kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) on the Automate Express DNA Nucleic 

Acid Extraction System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA). The isolation technology of 

the kit is based on magnetic beads. DNA is bound to magnetic beads upon cell breakage and 

sticks there during several washing steps before the DNA is released again in an elution buffer. 

The extracted DNA was quantitated using the Quantification Trio DNA Quantification kit 

(Thermo Fisher, Waltham MA) on the 7500 Real Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
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Waltham MA) with the HID Real-Time PCR Analysis Software v1.2 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham MA). The quantification uses real-time PCR, monitoring the amplification as it 

happens using sequence-specific DNA probes. These probes contain two fluorescent tags, a 

reporter and quencher, that emit light at different wave lengths. When the probe is intact, 

and the tags are within close proximity to each other, no fluorescence will be detected. 

However, when the probe hybridizes to the double stranded DNA, the reporter detaches, and 

light will emit because the tags are no longer in close proximity. Both the DNA extraction and 

quantification were done according to manufacturers’ protocols (67, 68). The DNA extracts 

from FTA cards were normalized to a concentration of 0.2 ng/µl and amplified with the Yfiler 

Plus kit as described for extracted DNA samples previously. 

Table 2 – Yfiler Plus reaction mix.  

Extracted DNA samples µl per reaction  FTA Cards µl per reaction 

Master Mix  5   Master Mix  5  
Primer Set  2.5   Primer Set  2.5  

Tris-EDTA-buffer   2.5   Tris-EDTA-buffer  5  
DNA (0.2 ng/µl)  2.5   FTA punch 1.2 mm 

 

Table 3 – Yfiler Plus PCR conditions on the Veriti Thermal Cycler in 9600 emulation mode.  

Initial 
incubation 

Optimal cycle number 
Final extension Final hold 

Denature Anneal/Extend 

Hold 26-29 cycles* Hold Hold 

95°C 
1 minute 

94°C 
4 seconds 

61.5°C 
1 minute 

60°C 
22 minutes 

4°C 
Up to 24 hours 

 

Before the DNA fragments in the samples could be separated the CE needed to be 

spectrally calibrated using the DS-36 Matrix Standard kit (J6 Dye Set) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham MA). After the PCR, the samples were prepared for CE on the 3500XL Genetic 

Analyzer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA). A mixture of formamide and internal size 

standard was added to each well on a 96-well plate. Lastly, 1 µl PCR product, independent if 

it was from extracted DNA or FTA cards, or allelic ladder was added to each well. The CE was 

done using the 3500xL instrument with 3500 Data Collection Software v3.1 and POP-4 polymer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations 

and settings for this kit.  

Upon completing CE, the raw data was transferred into GeneMapper™ ID-X v1.4 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA). Here all data, presented as electropherograms, was 

reviewed, and some data was manually conferred and assessed. Conferring involves checking 

the peak heights to evaluate if any allele dropouts have occurred and evaluate the background 

noise of the samples. Any PCR- or CE-related artefacts such as stutters, pull-up or spikes were 

removed and characterized as such. Some artefacts also occur if the sample contains too much 

DNA, i.e. split peaks and/or shoulders for allele peaks. All allele variants not represented in 
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the allelic ladder, potential null-alleles and duplicated alleles were re-amplified and analyzed 

to confirm the results. Lastly, the conferred DNA-profiles for all samples were exported from 

GeneMapper™ ID-X as an Excel spreadsheet.  

ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep kit and MiSeq FGx Reagent kit 

The ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep kit is used for library preparation. These libraries are 

pooled and denatured and sequenced using the MiSeq FGx Reagent kit. The library 

preparation consists of sample amplification, sample tagging using specific indexes, bridge-

amplification, magnetic bead-based purification and normalization, before the DNA samples 

are pooled and denatured (62). YSTR-haplotype data was already available for the extracted 

DNA samples (n=126) from previous analysis, but YSTR-analysis results had not been evaluated 

yet (63, 64, 66). At a closer check, nine of these samples had incomplete YSTR-results and were 

therefore re-sequenced. 

A workflow for ForenSeq using extracted DNA samples was already established in the 

laboratory as it has been used in previous projects (63, 64, 66). The workflow for FTA cards is 

almost identical, apart from a washing step in the beginning of the procedure. From the 

amplification and though to the sequencing the procedure is the same as the previously 

established workflow. The FTA-specific procedure involves a 1xTBE (Tris-borate-EDTA buffer) 

washing step of the FTA punch before PCR1. The washing step was executed according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol apart from one step. The protocol states that the 1.2 mm FTA punch 

is to be added before the reaction mix. In this case the reaction mix was added before the 1.2 

mm FTA punch. The protocol stated that they should be added in reverse order, but the 

manufacturer does state this as a solution if one experiences static forces.  

A reaction mix (Table 4) for PCR1 was created according to the manufacturers’ 

protocol.  The reaction mix was distributed to each well of the 96-reaction plate. Then the 

nine previously extracted DNA samples (with previous insufficient results) and controls were 

transferred to the wells. The plate was sealed with adhesive film before placed in the Veriti 96 

well thermal cycler for PCR1 (Table 5). The remaining preparations were identical for both 

extracted DNA samples and FTA cards. 

Table 4 – Reaction mix for PCR1 using the ForenSeq amplification kit.  

FTA cards  µl per reaction   Extracted DNA samples µl per reaction  

PCR1 4.7   PCR1 4.7  

FEM 0.3   FEM 0.3  

DMPB 5.0   DMPB 5.0  

dH2O 5.0     
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Table 5 – PCR1 setting on the Veriti Thermal Cycler. The lid temperature was 100°C.  

Initial 
incubation 

PCR1 
Final 

extension 
Final 
hold 

Hold 8 cycles 10 cycles Hold 

98°C 
3 min 

96°C 
45 sec 

80°C 
30 sec 

54°C 
2min 

98°C 
45 sec 

96°C 
30 min 

68°C 
3 min 

68°C 
10 min 

10°C 

 

After PCR1, the index 1 (i7), index 2 (i5) and PCR2 reagents were added according to 

the manufacturers’ protocol, and the samples were placed back into the Veriti 96 well thermal 

cycler for PCR2 (Table 6). The index adaptor combinations are unique for each sample, 

allowing complete separation of the DNA samples. For subsequent analyses different index-

adaptor combinations were used, rotating between four of the twelve available index 1 types. 

Changing of the index adaptors were done so the samples from two amplifications could be 

sequenced together, if some of the samples failed to amplify properly, because they did not 

have overlapping index adaptor combinations.  

Table 6 – PCR 2 setting on the Veriti Thermal Cycler. The lid temperature was 100°C 

Initial 
incubation 

PCR2 
Final 

extension Final hold 
Hold 15 cycles Hold 

98°C 
30 sec 

98°C 
20 sec 

66°C 
30 sec 

68°C 
90 sec 

68°C 
10 min 

10°C 

Library purification  

The amplified DNA products are purified by removing other reaction components using 

magnetic Sample Purification Beads (SPB). Upon completion of PCR2 a 0.8 ml 96 well storage 

plate was prepared with well-vortexed SPB, and the PCR products were transferred to the 

plate according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The plate was then placed on a magnetic 

stand and washed twice with 80% ethanol. The DNA binds to the beads that remain in the 

bottom of the well due to magnetic forces, allowing the supernatant to be removed. 

Resuspension buffer (RSB) was then added to the wells to release the DNA from the beads. 

The plate was placed on the magnetic stand and the supernatant, now containing the 

amplified DNA fragments, was transferred to a new 96-well plate, to be normalized.  

Measuring the DNA concentration of the purified libraries  

This quality check measuring the DNA concentration of each purified library was added 

by the research group during troubleshooting in the early stages of implementing this method 

and is between purification and normalization of the libraries. Measurement of the sample’s 

DNA concentration was done to ensure that the samples contained enough DNA to be 

sequenced and to adjust the volume pooled library that is used in the sequencing. For this 

purpose, the dsDNA HS assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) and the Qubit® 4.0 
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Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) were used, following the manufacturer’s 

protocol (69).  

The Qubit assay tubes (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) were marked according 

to the 96-well reaction plate layout, two tubes for the Qubit standards were also needed. The 

standards were used to create a standard curve that each test sample was compared to in 

order to find the samples DNA concentration. A Qubit® working solution was prepared by 

mixing HS buffer and reagents, according to Table 7, and transferred to corresponding tubes. 

Subsequently, DNA from the purified libraries and two standards were transferred to their 

corresponding assay tubes. The tubes were vortexed and centrifuged before the Qubit 4 

fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham MA) was used to measure the samples. First, 

the two standards were measured in order to create the standard curve, then the test samples 

were measured one by one.  

Table 7 – Reagents in the Qubit working solution.  

dsDNA HS assay kit reagents  Volume needed for 32 samples  

Qubit ds DNA HS Buffer 7 164 ml  
Qubit dsDNA HS Reagents  36 µl 

Normalization and pooling of libraries  

The purifies libraries were normalized using Library Normalization Beads (LNB1) 

according to the manufacturers’ protocol. Normalization assures that the DNA samples within 

each sequence run are equally represented and that each DNA sample provides consistent 

cluster densities. First a reaction mix containing LNB1 and Library Normalization Additives 1 

(LNA1) was prepared and transferred to the wells of a 96-well plate. DNA was then transferred 

from the purified library plate to the plate containing the LNB1-LNA1 master mix. The plate 

was then centrifuged and placed back on the magnetic stand, then the samples were washed 

with Library Normalization Wash 1 (LNW1). Then, the samples were treated with HP3 (NaOH) 

to denature the double-stranded DNA and release the molecules from the magnetic beads. 

Finally, the normalized libraries were transferred to a 96 well plate containing Library 

Normalization Buffer 2 (LNS2) to neutralize the HP3.  

After library normalization the libraries were thoroughly mixed and pooled into one 

library. The Human Sequencing Control (HSC) was then added to the samples, in addition to 

Hybridization Buffer (HT1, from the MiSeq FGx Reagent kit). HSC, HT1 and a sample of the 

pooled library was mixed, according to Table 8, and immediately placed on a heating block 

(96°C) before being placed on ice. The heat and HP3 ensures denaturation and placing it on 

ice stops the process. The protocol states that 7 µl of the pooled library is to be used in the 

final dilution. Previously, the research group found that 14 µl was needed in order to 

successfully genotype the STR markers and achieve SNP typing. This was based on 1 ng DNA 

extracts. The amount of the pooled normalized library was based on the measurements done 

with the Qubit® 4.0 Fluorometer. Six sequencing setups were performed in this study and the 

amount of pooled normalized library added to the final dilution was 12, 9, and 14 (x4) µl.  
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Table 8 – Final dilution of the pooled and normalized libraries. If less or more pooled library was used the amount 

of HT1 was altered so the total amount would be 600 µl.  

Dilution of libraries µl needed  

HT1 589-584 
Pooled normalized libraries 9-14 

HSC 2 

Loading the MiSeq FGx Instrument and initiation of sequencing  

The reagent cartridge from the MiSeq FGx Reagent kit was prepared according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol and loaded with the denatured library in position 17 (70). The flow 

cell was thoroughly washed with dH2O and dried carefully with lens paper before loaded into 

the machine. Thereafter, the sequencing by synthesis (SBS) solution and waste bottle were 

loaded into the machine according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The sample information, 

i.e. the individual sample name and their specific index adaptors combinations, was uploaded 

to the ForenSeq server. The sequencing was started on the MiSeq. Sequencing runs are 

monitored and four quality scores, cluster density, cluster passing filter, pre-phasing, and 

phasing, are obtained. 

Data analysis using ForenSeq UAS 

The sequencing data was, upon completion, automatically loaded onto the ForenSeq 

server and analyzed with the ForenSeq Universal Analysis Software (UAS) v1.0.15119 

(Illumina/Verogen) using the flanking region setting. The data was quality checked in UAS and 

manually conferred if necessary. Conferring involves, among other things, evaluating stutters, 

duplicated alleles and null-alleles. Both the haplotype and sequence information were 

exported from UAS as Excel spreadsheets.  

Statistical calculation of allele and haplotype data  

If no other software is mentioned Microsoft Excel was used for analysis of the data. 

Allele variants and frequencies, obtained from both kits used in this study, were manually 

counted, estimated and compared using the counting method. The concordance between the 

haplotypes produced from the two kits was also determined. DYS385a-b and DYF387S1 are 

multicopy loci and were therefore treated as genotypes. The haplotypes from both kits were 

counted and compared. Marker genetic diversity (GD) and haplotype diversity (HD) were 

calculated according to Nei (71). The match probability (MP) and discriminatory capacity (DC) 

for the kits used were also calculated according to Olofsson et.al. (72).  

In addition, YSTR markers of the Yfiler Plus haplotypes were removed to match the 

YSTR markers included in the kit’s predecessor, the Yfiler kit. DYS576, DYS627, DYS460, 

DYS518, DYS570, DYS449, DYS533, DYS481 and DYF387S1 were removed.  
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Relative genetic distance and creating of a multidimensional scaling plot 

The Y-Chromosome STR Haplotype Reference Database (YHRD) was used to perform 

an analysis if molecular variance (AMOVA) and create a multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot 

with the Yfiler Plus haplotypes obtained from this study and other European populations with 

150 or more haplotypes reported to YHRD. Pairwise genetic distances between populations 

(RST) and corresponding p-values (using 10.000 permutations) were calculated. Standard 

settings (not relaxed) were used for the MDS. In total, twelve samples were removed from the 

sample set because the AMOVA and MDS tool does not allow haplotypes containing null-

alleles, allele variants, or duplicated alleles. To evaluate the p-values the Bonferroni correction 

was used:  

𝑝 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  
0.05

(1 +
𝑛
2) ∗ 𝑛

 

If a different significance value than 0.05 is desired simply change the 0.05 in the 

equation to another number. n is the number of populations used in the analysis, in this case 

14.  

The Yfiler and Yfiler Plus haplotypes (n=271 and n=290, respectively) in this study were 

also searched in YHRD to see if there was a match with previously reported haplotypes. There 

are three calculations that estimate how often one can expect matches, discrete Laplace (DL, 

only for Yfiler YSTR markers), augmented counting (n+1/N+1), and Kappa. The DL calculation 

estimates haplotype frequencies within a metapopulation while taking allelic distribution into 

consideration (73). DL is only calculated for Minimal and Yfiler haplotypes. It also excludes 

DYS385a/b. The Kappa calculation estimated haplotype frequencies using the frequency of 

singletons within a population sample (74). The augmented counting (n+1/N+1) calculation is 

the frequency is obtained by adding the haplotype in question to the database and 

observations.  

Haplogroup predicting 

The software Whit Athey’s Haplogroup Predictor 

(http://hprg.com/hapest5/index.html) was used to predict to which haplogroup each 

haplotype in the Yfiler Plus dataset belongs to. The software has three options: 21-

haplogroups, 27-haplogroups, and main 111-markers. The 27-haplogroup was considered 

non-relevant because it contains some Asian markers. The 21-haplogroups and main 111-

markers both contain most of the YSTR markers used by Yfiler Plus kit but predicted different 

haplogroups. Both prediction models were used to see if there was a difference in haplogroup 

prediction. The missing YSTR markers are DYS627, DYS518, and DYS387S1. The program 

includes DYS385a/b, but as separate alleles. Data obtained from the Yfiler Plus analysis does 

not separate between allele a and b. Because the length of these alleles overlap to some 

degree it is not possible to distinguish which of the alleles in the genotype belongs to DYS385a 

and which allele belongs to DYS385b. 

http://hprg.com/hapest5/index.html
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The software has a batch program which allows application of a large number of 

haplotypes. When running the haplotypes though the program a minimum score and 

minimum probability need to be selected. The suggestion from the software is 40 and 95%, 

respectively, and used in this study. The program also asks from what European region the 

haplotypes come from. The program lets you choose between northwest Europe, east Europe, 

Mediterranean, and equal priors. Two runs were performed, one with northwestern Europe 

and one with equal priors to see if the haplogroup prediction was differed. The software 

accepts point mutations and null-alleles, but it does not accept duplicated alleles. Therefore, 

one individual from the sample size was excluded due to having an allele duplication in 

DYS635, bringing the sample set to 300.  

Principal component analysis  

STRAF v1.0.5 was used to create a principal component analysis (PCA) plot. For this 

analysis the Yfiler Plus haplotype data was used, excluding the multicopy loci DYS385a-b and 

DYF387S1. The software allows the inclusion of null-alleles and microvariants, but not 

duplicated alleles. Therefore, one individual was excluded from the sample set due to a 

duplication in DYS635, bringing the sample set to 300. The image presented in the results is 

comprised of two PCA axis because this was the software’s standard setting.   
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Results 

Establishment of methods 

Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit 

Upon testing the PCR conditions for the Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit it was proven 

that both the extracted DNA samples and the samples deposited on FTA cards could be 

analyzed using half PCR reagent volume. The ideal cycle number varied for the sample types. 

The ideal cycle number for the extracted DNA samples was 29 and the ideal cycle number for 

the FTA cards was 28. All extracted DNA samples (n=126) were successfully analyzed using 29 

cycles, meaning they had adequate peak heights, no dropouts and little or no artefacts. Most 

FTA cards, 166 of 175 (94.9%), were successfully analyzed using 28 cycles. Nine samples were 

re-amplified using a different cycle number or they were extracted, as described later.  For the 

remaining nine samples full DNA-profiles could be obtained by either amplifying a new punch 

using a different cycle number or by amplifying extracted DNA obtained from a piece of the 

FTA card. 

In total, 21 amplification setups 

were done using the Yfiler Plus kit, each 

with a positive and negative control. 

Apart from the first analysis that had one 

negative control and four positive 

controls in two different concentrations. 

All positive controls were successfully 

haplotyped, meaning the DNA-profiles 

displayed the expected haplotype. All but 

one of the negative controls were successful and showed no alleles. The control had a 

contamination in as depicted in Figure 7. As the figure illustrates the typed allele had a 

relatively high RFU value. The remaining YSTR markers in this control showed no signs of 

contamination.  

ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep kit and MiSeq Reagent kit  

The sequencing data used in this study has partly been obtained during previous 

projects and partly in this study. Seven amplification setups and six sequencing setups were 

performed in this study using the ForenSeq DNA Signature prep kit. Quality scores for all six 

sequencing setups were within the manufacturers recommendation and are listed in Table 9. 

The maximal and minimal sample intensities are also listed in the table.  

Table 9 – Quality scores for the six sequencing setups performed in this study using the ForenSeq kit. All scores 
are within the manufacturer’s recommendations.  

Quality scores 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Cluster density (K/mm2) 1323 1118 1362 1575 1421 1389 
Cluster passing filter (%) 93,44 95,95 93,52 92,09 93,52 93,34 

Figure 7 - Contamination in one YSTR marker in one of the 
negative controls. The contamination is an allele (9) in 
DYS393. 
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Pre-phasing (%) 0,142 0,151 0,141 0,141 0,144 0,138 
Phasing (%) 0,058 0,059 0,094 0,073 0,049 0,043 

Max. # reads per sample 610 956 443 341 591 513 810 182 766 166 435 136 
Min. # reads per sample 89 170 148 724 219 454 304 114 233 393 150 933 

 

Of the seven positive controls, only three had complete typing results for the YSTR 

markers, as illustrated in Table 10. The fist sequencing runs contained two positive and 

negative controls as it contained both extracted DNA samples and FTA cards. The number of 

reads of the controls is also included in the table. The signals are either not detected, below 

the analytical threshold, or between the analytical and interpretational threshold. Even 

though the positive controls had multiple dropouts this was not the case for the sequenced 

DNA samples. Therefore, the samples were used in this study and not re-sequenced. 

Table 10 – Positive controls for the seven amplifications in this study using the ForenSeq amplification kit. Total 
number of dropouts include dropouts in all the included STR markers and SNPs.   

Positive control YSTR dropout Intensity Total # dropouts 

1 1 275 349 1 
2 - 245 702 10 
3 6 193 485 14 
4 13 159 811 38 
5 4 318 488 8 
6 - 306 459 - 
7 - 254 568 - 

 

Unique allele variants 

The results obtained from the analysis of 301 samples using the Yfiler Plus kit contained 

a few unique findings. Usually, one allele is expected per YSTR marker except for two alleles 

in DYF387S1 and DYS385a/b. Two samples had null-alleles (DYF387S1, DYS438), one individual 

had two alleles in DYS635, four individuals had three alleles in DYF387S1, and five individuals 

had microvariants that were not represented in the allelic ladder (DYS458, DYS449, DYS627, 

DYS385a/b). There were also unique findings obtained using the ForenSeq. Of the 288 samples 

that were sequenced results of 286 were used in this study. The two samples that were 

excluded had either dropouts in the YSTR markers or were a mixture and therefore not 

possible to type with confidence. Of the remaining 286 samples, three were di-allelic in YSTR 

markers that are expected to have one allele (DYS612, DYS392, DYS635), one sample 

contained a null-allele in DYF387S1, one contained a microvariant in DYS385a/b and five were 

tri-allelic in DYF387S1. These unique findings are listed in Table 11. Note there are two 

inconsistent findings between the two kits, DYS392 and the last DYF387S1. DYS392 is typed 

17 using Yfiler Plus and 11,17 using ForenSeq. One of the DYF387S1 markers is typed 36,37 

using Yfiler Plus and 36,37,37 by ForenSeq.  
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Table 11 – Unique findings obtained using the Yfiler Plus and ForenSeq kit.  

YSTR Marker Finding Haplo-/Genotype Yfiler Plus ForenSeq 

DYS392 Di-allelic 17/11,17 X X 
DYS635 Di-allelic 23,24 X X 
DYS438 Null-allele 0 X NS 

DYS385a/b Microvariant 13,14.2 X X 
DYF387S1 Null-allele 0 X X 

 Tri-allelic 36,39,40 X X 
  35,37,38 X X 
  34,35,36 X X 
  34,35,36 X X 
  36,37/36,37,37 X X 

DYS458 Microvariant 17.2 X MNI 
DYS627 Microvariant 19.1 X MNI 

  21.2 X MNI 
DYS449 Microvariant 30.2 X MNI 
DYS612 Di-allelic 30,31 MNI X 

NS – Not sequenced  

MNI – Marker not included 

Concordance and allele frequencies  

Analysis using both Yfiler Plus and ForenSeq provide length-based information for the 

YSTR markers in the respective kits. The concordance between the two kits could be evaluated 

for the 19 overlapping YSTR markers. Due to limited time and a shipping delay from the 

manufacturer, not all samples were sequenced. Therefore, the sample set obtained with the 

ForenSeq kit contains fewer results than the sample set obtained for the Yfiler Plus kit (n=286 

and n=301, respectively). Therefore, the evaluation of concordance is based on analysis results 

from 286 individuals. All allele calls are concordant between the two kits expect for DYS392 in 

one of the samples. Making the concordance is 99.65% between the Yfiler Plus and the 

ForenSeq kits. Thus, the concordance between the Yfiler Plus and the ForenSeq kit is 99.65%. 

The single sample with discordant typing results, DYS392 was typed as allele 17 with Yfiler Plus 

and as alleles 11 and 17 with the ForenSeq kit. The intensity of allele 11 was 43% higher than 

for allele 17. 

 Figure 8 shows the length-based allele frequencies of the YSTR markers analyzed with 

both the Yfiler Plus and ForenSeq kit for overlapping markers (A), and markers that are unique 

for each kit (B and C, respectively). The allele frequencies for overlapping YSTR markers are 

slightly different due to the difference in sample sizes (Figure 8A). As the figures reveal there 

is a large difference in allele variance. The YSTR markers with the lowest allele variance are 

DYS393, DYS392, DYS391, DYS448 and DYS460. Some of the YSTR markers with the highest 

allele variance are DYS481, DYS627, DYS449, and DYS518. Of the two multi-copy loci, 

DYS385a/b and DYF387S1, the latter has the most allele variance.  
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Figure 8 – Length-based allele frequencies of the YSTR markers included in the Yfiler Plus kit and the ForenSeq 
kit. The blue bars represent allele frequencies obtained by analysis using the Yfiler Plus kit, and the orange bars 
represent those obtained using the ForenSeq kit. A) Shows the allele frequencies of YSTR markers that exists in 
both kits. B) Shows the allele frequencies of YSTR markers unique for the Yfiler Plus kit. C) Shows the allele 
frequencies of YSTR markers unique for the ForenSeq kit. YSTR markers with an asterisk are rapidly mutating. 

 

The allele frequencies represented in Figure 8 are used to calculate the marker genetic 

diversities (GD) presented in Figure 9. As Figure 9 shows, the YSTR markers with the lowest 

degree of allele variation also have the lowest GD values, and the markers with the highest 

degree of allele variation have higher GD values. There lowest genetic diversity is observed in 

DYS293. All other markers have GD-values above 0.5. The highest genetic diversity, 0.901, is 

observed for DYF387S1.  
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Figure 9 – Marker genetic diversities (GD) for all YSTR markers used in both kits. For overlapping YSTR markers 
the average GD value is used. The asterisk YSTR markers are rapidly mutating. YSTR markers with one apostrophe 

are unique for the Yfiler Plus kit, and the YSTR markers with two apostrophes are unique for the ForenSeq kit. 

Sequence-based allele variants  

A total of 286 samples were successfully sequenced using the ForenSeq amplification 

kit. In addition to length-based allele typing the ForenSeq kit also provides sequence 

information of the repeat unit and the flanking regions. Out of the 24 YSTR markers included 

in the ForenSeq kit, 15 markers have extra allele variants based on sequence information 

(Table 12 and Figure 10). Table 12 shows a summary of the amount of sequence variations for 

each of the YSTR markers in the ForenSeq kit.  The single copy locus with the most sequence 

variants was DYS389II, with 14 new allele variants, and the multicopy locus with the most 

sequence variants was DYF387S1, with 22 new allele variants. Figure 10 illustrates how many 

allele variants are obtained evaluating length-based and sequence-based information in both 

the repeat units and the flanking regions. The bar graph is divided in four groups based on 

type of allele variant, and each group is sorted from YSTR markers with the largest increase of 

sequence-based allele variants to YSTR markers with the lowest increase.  

It is worth noting that four of the YSTR markers have sequence information for one of 

the flanking regions only due to the positioning of the primer (Verogen, personal 

communication). DYS389II is missing the flanking region downstream of the repeat unit, while 

DYS570, DYS19 and DYS392 are missing the flanking region upstream of the repeat unit. All 

but two YSTR markers have equally long flanking region sequences. For DYS460 and DYS488 

the flanking region downstream of the repeat unit is cut unevenly, dependent on the fragment 

length of the repeat unit. The downstream flanking regions in DYS612 and DYD387S1 were 

trimmed as they occurred downstream of a poly-adenine stretch, causing lower sequencing 

quality (Verogen, personal contact).  

As Figure 10 and Table 12 highlight, there is a large variation of number of alleles across 

the 24 YSTR markers included in the ForenSeq amplification kit. Sequencing of the repeat unit 
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leads to an increased number of allele variants in eleven YSTR markers, and sequencing of the 

flanking region leads to an increased number of allele variants in six YSTR markers. Two YSTR 

alleles have sequence variants in both the repeat unit and the flanking region. The YSTR with 

the largest increase in allele variants are DYF387S1, DYS389II, DYS635, and DYS390. The 

number of allele variants increased times 3.1, 1.7, 1.5, and 1.4, respectively. For the remaining 

YSTR markers that had an increase in allele variants the increase varied from 50% to 14%. 

DYS576, DYS533, DYS505, DYS392, DYS391, DYS19, DYS439, DYS438, and DYS643 had no 

increase in allele variants when sequenced.  

Table 12 – Number of sequence-based allele variants obtained for each YSTR markers using the ForenSeq kit.  

# extra sequence-
based allele variants 

 
YSTR markers 

None DYS505, DYS576, DYS19, DYS391, DYS439, DYS438, DYS643, 
DYS533, DYS392 

1 DYS522, DYS389I, Y-GATA-H4, DYS549, DYS437, DYS448, DYS460, 
DYS570 

2 DYS481 
4 DYS635, DYS385a/b, DYS612 
7 DYS390 

14 DYS389II 
22 DYS387S1 

 

 

Figure 10 – Length-based vs. sequence-based allele variants obtained from analysis using the ForenSeq 
amplification kit. The green represents the number of observed length-based allele variants, blue represents the 
number of sequence-based variants located in the repeat unit, and yellow represents the number of sequence-
based allele variants located in the flanking region. YSTR markers with one asterisk is missing the downstream 
flanking region, and YSTR markers with two asterisks are missing the upstream flanking region. 

The following tables are examples of sequence-based allele variants in YSTR markers 

with the largest increase in allele variants when sequenced. Table 13 show all sequence-based 

allele variants with fragment length 37 obtained in the YSTR marker DYF387S1. Table 14 show 
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all sequence-based allele variants with fragment length 29 obtained in the YSTR marker 

DYS389II. The allele variants in both tables show variation in the repeat sequence only. Full 

sequence information for all YSTR markers are found in Appendix 2 Table 1-24.  

Table 13 – All sequence-based allele variants with fragment length 37 in the DYF387S1 marker obtained using the 
ForenSeq kit.  

Occurrences Repeat Unit 

113 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)9 (AAAG)15 
56 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)10 (AAAG)14 
13 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)11 (AAAG)13 

1 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)8 (AAAG)16 
1 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG   AAAG (GAAG)12 (AAAG)13 

                    Upstream flanking region: GAAGAAAGAGAAAA.  

                    Downstream flanking region: AAAATAAAAAAAA 

Table 14 – All sequence-based allele variants with fragment length 29 in the DYS389II marker obtained using the 
ForenSeq kit.  

Occurrences Repeat Unit 

81 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)11 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 
13 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)9 

4 (TCTG)4 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 
1 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)11 N48 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)11 
1 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)10 

       Upstream flanking region: ATCTGTATTATCTATGTGTGTG 

       N48: TCATTATACCTACTTCTGTATCCAACTCTCATCTGTATTATCTATGTA 

Forensic parameters and diversity values  

Three sets of length-based haplotypes were assessed in this study. The haplotypes 

obtained from using the Yfiler Plus and the ForenSeq kit, and the haplotypes obtained using 

the YSTR markers in the Yfiler kit. Describing calculations were performed for all haplotypes 

in order to compare the kits. As Table 15 illustrated the YSTR markers included in the three 

kits provided a different number of unique haplotypes. The YSTR markers in the Yfiler kit 

produced 271 unique haplotypes, where 18, three, and two haplotypes were observed in two, 

three and four individuals, respectively. The Yfiler Plus kit produced 290 unique haplotypes, 

where nine and one haplotypes were observed in two and three individuals, respectively. 

Lastly, the ForenSeq kit produced 276 unique haplotypes, where only five haplotypes were 

observed in two individuals. The frequency of unique haplotypes was different in all kits, the 

ForenSeq kit provides the highest frequency, followed by Yfiler Plus, and Yfiler. The haplotype 

diversity (HD) and discriminatory capacity (DC) was also highest in the ForenSeq haplotypes, 

followed by the Yfiler Plus haplotypes, and lastly, the Yfiler haplotypes. The matching 

probability (MP) was lowest in the Yfiler Plus haplotypes, followed by the ForenSeq haplotypes 

and lastly, the Yfiler haplotypes.  
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Table 15 – The estimated forensic parameters and diversity values for Yfiler, Yfiler Plus, and ForenSeq loci in the 

Norwegian population. 

 
# a haplotype was observed 

Yfiler Yfiler Plus ForenSeq 
(n = 301) (n = 301) (n = 286) 

1 248 280 276 
2 18 9 5 
3 3 1 - 
4 2 - - 

% unique haplotypes 82.39% 93.02% 96.50% 
HD 0.9997 0.9998 0.9999 
MP 4.18x10-3 3.59x10-3 3.62x10-3 
DC 91.51 % 96.55 % 98.22 % 

Pairwise genetic distance and multidimensional scaling plot 

Pairwise genetic distances (RST) were calculated between the Norwegian population 

and thirteen other European populations, and a MDS plot was created for visualization, using 

the AMOVA tool in the YHRD database (75, 76). In Table 16 the pairwise genetic distance (RST) 

with accompanying p-values between the Norwegian and other European populations are 

presented. Figure 12 shows the MDS. For pairwise genetic distances between the other 

European populations see Appendix 1 Table 1. Due to multiple comparisons, the Bonferroni 

correction was used for p-values, lowering the significance level from the standard 0.05 to 

0.0004. When using 0.0004 as the significance level, all but the Danish population are 

significantly different from the Norwegian population. However, the second closest to the 

Norwegian population is the Russian population. The populations that are genetically most 

different from the Norwegians are Spain and Greenland, with RST values of 0.2091 and 0.1857, 

respectively.  

Considering the other populations there are three groups of populations that are 

relatively close and contain some insignificant p-values (Appendix 1 Table 1). The Norwegian, 

Danish and Russian, as described above, the Hungarian and Slovenian population, and the 

Italian, Austrian, German, and Swiss population. The most isolated population is Greenland.  

Table 16 – Pairwise genetic distances (RST) between the Norwegian and other European populations, the values 
are obtained using the AMOVA tool in the YHRD reference database.  

Population                     RST  Norway p-value 

Russian Federation 0.0149 0.0002 
Denmark 0.0177 0.0004 
Germany 0.0367 0.0000 

Austria 0.0392 0.0000 
Lithuania 0.0393 0.0000 
Slovenia 0.0455 0.0000 

Poland 0.0620 0.0000 
Hungary 0.0699 0.0000 

Switzerland 0.0778 0.0000 
Belgium 0.0841 0.0000 
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Italy 0.0953 0.0000 
Greenland 0.1857 0.0000 

Spain 0.2091 0.0000 
 

 

Figure 11 - MDS created using the AMOVA tool in the YHRD reference database comparing 14 European 

populations. 

Haplotype search in the Y-chromosome STR haplotype reference database  

YHRD was used to search for potential matches for the haplotypes obtained in this 

study. Haplotypes obtained from both the Yfiler Plus and Yfiler YSTR markers were used in a 

search. No matches were found for the 290 haplotypes obtained using the Yfiler Plus kit 

among the 45,892 Yfiler Plus haplotypes in the database. However, the database provides 

three calculations that estimate how often you can expect a match. The augmented counting 

(n+1/N+1) and Kappa calculation is identical for all 290 haplotypes.  

The 271 haplotypes including Yfiler YSTR markers only, gave several matches when 

searched among the 209,111 Yfiler haplotypes in the database. Of the 271 haplotypes 138 

haplotypes had one or more matches in the database. 112 haplotypes were observed between 

one and ten times, 21 were observed between eleven and 46 times, and 5 haplotypes were 

observed between 50 and 144 times. The remaining 133 haplotypes had no match (Table 17). 
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Here calculations on how often one can expect a match were also presented. As the table 

illustrates, the more times a haplotype is observed the smaller the n+1/N+1 and Kappa 

calculation is.  

The DL was also calculated for all searches using the Yfiler Plus and Yfiler haplotypes. 

However, these values are not included because they are unique for the 561 haplotypes.  

Table 17 – Matches obtained using the Yfiler and Yfiler Plus haplotypes to perform a search in YHRD. The table 

also shows the calculations n+1/N+1 (confidence interval 95%) and Kappa.  

# YHRD matches # Haplotypes n+1/N+1 Kappa 

Yfiler Plus 0 290 45 893 541 208 
    

Yfiler 0 133 209 112 482 825 

1 32 104 556 241 412 
2 33 69 704 160 941 
3 9 52 278 120 706 
4 7 41 822 96 565 
5 13 34 852 80 470 
6 4 29 873 68 975 
7 2 26 139 60 353 
8 4 23 235 53 647 
9 3 20 911 48 282 

10 5 19 010 43 893 
11 1 17 426 40 235 

12 2 16 086 37 140 
13 2 14 937 34 487 
14 1 13 941 32 188 
15 1 13 070 30 176 
16 1 12 301 28 401 
17 3 11 617 26 823 
18 1 11 006 25 411 
19 1 10 456 24 141 
25 2 8 043 18 570 
28 1 7 211 16 649 
29 1 6 970 16 094 
31 1 6 535 15 088 

39 1 5 228 12 070 
42 1 4 863 11 228 
46 1 4 449 10 272 
50 1 4 100 9 467 
61 1 3 373 7 787 
90 1 2 298 5 305 
96 1 2 156 4 977 

144 1 1 442 3 329 
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Haplogroup prediction 

YSTR markers can be used to determine an individual’s haplogroup, and this was done 

using Whit Athey’s Haplogroup Predictor. Using either the 21-marker or main 111-marker 

module did not make a difference for the haplogroup prediction. There was only one 

individual for which the prediction was different, when using “northwest Europe” or “equal 

priors” in the analysis settings. When selecting “northwest European”, this individual 

predicted to belong to haplogroup I1, and when run with “equal priors”, the individual’s 

haplogroup could not be determined (blank). The collection of predicted haplogroups is 

illustrated as counts and frequencies in Table 18, in addition to the possible place of origin of 

the haplogroups. Of the 20 haplogroups present in the 111-marker module ten of them are 

present in the Norwegian population. The majority of the individuals are divided in three 

haplogroups, R1a, I1, and R1b. The possible place of origin for these haplogroups is Eurasia, 

northern Europe, and Western Asia. 12% of the individuals are unpredicted.  

Table 18 – Results of haplogroup predication using Whit Athey's Haplogroup Predictor (n=300), using both 
“Northwest Europe” and “Equal Priors” in the analysis settings. Predictions were different for one individual only, 
affecting the counts for I1 and Blank. The possible place of origin for each haplogroup is also listed. 

Haplogroup Count Frequency (%) Possible place of origin 

R1a 89 29.67  Eurasia (77, 78) 
I1  83 (84) 27.67 (28.00) Northern Europe (79) 

R1b 76 25.33  Western Asia (80) 
Blank 36 (35) 12.00 (11.67) - 

Q 5 1.67  South Central Siberia (81) 
I2b1 4 1.33  Europe (82) 
G2a 3 1.00  Western Asia (83) 

E1b1b 1 0.33  Horn of Africa (84) 
I2a 1 0.33  Europe (82) 
J2b 1 0.33  Western Asia (85) 

E1b1a1 1 0.33 Horn of Africa (86) 
 

Principal Component Analysis  

The first two axes of the 

PCA projection clearly shows that 

the observed haplotypes in the 

individuals in the sample set are 

divided into three distinct genetic 

groups, with some individuals 

being placed in between the two 

top groups (Figure 12).  

Figure 12 – PCA projection of the 
Norwegian sample set (n=300) using 
STRAF v.1.0.5. Each dot represents one 
sample.  
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Discussion 

Establishment of methods  

 DNA analysis using the Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit was performed on both 

extracted DNA and punches of FTA cards storing buccal cell samples. Both sample types were 

successfully amplified and typed using the kit. All reactions were run on half reaction volume. 

As done in several other studies analyzing high-quality samples, mainly to save costs (72, 87). 

However, upon analysis of biological stain samples in criminal investigation the full reagent 

volume should be used in order to increase the chance of successful analysis as the quality 

and quantity of these sample likely are not as good as those analyzed in this study. It is also 

proven that choosing an ideal cycle number for buccal cell samples deposited on FTA cards is 

more difficult than choosing one for the extracted DNA samples due to the variable amount 

of DNA deposited on the FTA card. When extracting and quantifying DNA samples the DNA 

concentration is known and can easily by diluted so all analyzed DNA samples contain the 

same amount of DNA. One of the negative controls contained a contamination in the DYS393 

marker. The contamination was not found in any other DNA samples analyzed simultaneously 

with this control and were therefore not re-analyzed.  

The extracted DNA samples and FTA cards were also analyzed using the ForenSeq DNA 

Signature Prep kit. The analysis was done according to the manufacturer’s protocol, with the 

only deviation that the master mix was added to the wells before the FTA punches. Upon 

sequencing most of the positive controls showed un-complete analysis results for YSTR 

markers, and in some cases other STR markers and SNPs. However, the intensity does not 

guarantee successful DNA-typing or allele dropouts. The DNA sample (not control) with the 

lowest intensity, 89 170 reads, had typed alleles in all YSTR markers. However, positive control 

four had an intensity of 159 811 reads and had four dropouts and two signals under the 

analytical threshold in the YSTR markers. The positive controls were variable and achieved a 

lower total number of reads than expected, some even having uncomplete profiles. The 

reason is unclear. Only one lot of the positive control was used, and the controls library was 

always prepared in the same position. In order to verify if these are the reasons for the low 

intensity another lot should be tested, and the sample library should be prepared in a different 

position. Regardless, the analysis results for the DNA samples were adequate, and were 

therefore used in this study.  

Unique allele variants  

Several unique allele variants where observed when using the Yfiler Plus and ForenSeq 

kits. The findings belong to one of three categories, null-allele, microvariant or allele 

duplication. A null-allele, a type of allele dropout, may occur when the specific region on the 

DNA template fails to be amplified (88). Null-alleles occur due to hybridization problems 

between the primer and the DNA template caused by mutations in or near the 3’ end of the 

template leading to little or no synthesis of the DNA template. The type of anomaly was 
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detected when the same sample was analyzed with two different primer sets (89). Different 

primers comprise of different oligonucleotides and therefore a specific mutation may cause 

hybridization issues with one primer and not another (89, 90). In this study, one of the samples 

containing a null-allele (DYF387S1) was typed as such by both kits, so neither primer could 

compensate for the mutation. The second sample containing a null-allele (DYS438) was typed 

using the Yfiler Plus kit but was not sequenced. According to the Y-chromosomal STR 

haplotype reference database (YHRD) 22 observations of null-alleles are logged so far for 

DYF387S1, and 18 null-allele observations are logged for DYS438 (91, 92).  

The alleles in the allelic ladder have a ±0.5 bp window, and if an allele falls outside this 

window and does not align with the ladder it becomes an allele variant or a microvariant (88). 

All microvariants observed in this study were between-ladder alleles, meaning they fall 

between alleles in the allelic ladder. A few individuals had microvariants in DYS449, DYS627 

and DYS385a/b. All microvariants observed in this study are among the microvariants that 

have been reported to YHRD so far (93-96). 

Most of the YSTR markers on the Y-chromosome are single-copy loci, meaning they 

only exist in one copy and should therefore be represented by one allele. Some YSTR markers 

are multi-copy markers, and two of them, DYS385a/b and DYF387S1, are included in the two 

kits used in this study. Four cases of allele-duplications were observed in which two alleles 

were present in three single-copy YSTR markers, DYS635, DYS392 and DYS612. Regarding the 

duplication in DYS392, the ForenSeq kit typed 11,17 while the Yfiler Plus kit typed 17. This 

discrepancy is further discussed in a later paragraph. There were also nine cases of three 

alleles present in DYF387S1, which is a multi-copy locus and should contain maximum two 

alleles. Four of the cases are produced by both kits used in this study, while one case is 

produced by analysis using the ForenSeq kit only. In that case, DYF387S1 is typed 36, 37, 37 

by ForenSeq and 36, 37 by Yfiler Plus. Meaning allele 37 is comprised to two alleles with the 

same fragment length but with a different sequence. Considering the fragment length-based 

information only, the two kits provide the same results, one 36 allele and one 37 allele. 

The presence of more than the expected number of alleles is thought to be caused by 

duplication events. There are a couple of reasons why mutations generally accumulate faster 

on the Y-chromosome compared to the other chromosomes (97, 98). The Y-chromosomes 

contains few genes, so the chromosome is generally under less maintenance pressure. Due to 

the minimized pressure mutations are more easily adopted. Furthermore, the Y-chromosome 

does not recombine, allowing the mutations to accumulate. Therefore, the Y-chromosome 

contains a much higher proportion of segmental duplications compared to the remaining 

genome average, 35 vs. 5%, respectively (99, 100). A mutation can be a single-base 

insertion/deletion and lead to a new primer binding site, causing amplification of non-specific 

amplicons, or it can be a large-scale mutation, duplicating a whole YSTR marker, followed by 

one of the copies undergoing an independent mutation causing two alleles. Duplication events 

are caused by non-allelic, homologous recombination (101). In that case it is common that the 

alleles are one repeat unit apart as single set mutations are common for STR markers, meaning 
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the allele mutates from fragment length 24 to 25, then 26 and so on (97). As the results show, 

most of the duplications have happened in RM YSTR markers (DYF387S1, DYS612). 

Duplications have proven to be more common in YSTR markers so the results are expected 

(39).  

According to YHRD, at the time of citation, several types of a di-allelic results have been 

reported for DYS635, DYS392, and DYF387S1 (91, 102, 103). DYS612 is not included YHRD. The 

duplication in DYS635 found in this study is already reported in the YHRD database. However, 

none of the remaining duplications have been reported to YHRD. That means the duplications 

are novel, or more likely, these results have been obtained before but removed from the 

published sample set. Publishers may choose to exclude these results if they suspect 

contamination or do not want to analyze this data as the “regular” samples (104-106). 

As presented, one individual obtained different allele-typing in DYS392 by the two kits. 

The Yfiler Plus kit typed 17, and the ForenSeq kit typed 11,17. The alleles typed by ForenSeq 

are unbalanced and have a low number of reads compared to the other YSTR markers in the 

sample. The sample’s overall intensity is 611 964 reads and alleles were typed in all the 

included YSTR markers. As previously mentioned, duplications are usually one repeat apart, 

this is six repeat units apart. According to YHRD the allele combination 11,17 has not been 

observed before (102). However, there has been one observation of 11,14. To verify the typing 

results obtained in this study, the sample should be re-sequenced. Re-sequencing was not 

done due to limited time. 

Allele frequencies  

The allele frequencies obtained from using both kits are based on a different sized 

sample set, therefore they are not identical. However, they display the same frequency trends. 

It is clear that there is a large difference in allele polymorphism as some YSTR markers display 

as little as four allele variants, while others contain many more. Most of the YSTR markers are 

included in one or more of the kits used in the YHRD database. DYS505, DYS612, and DYS522 

are not included. The remaining YSTR markers were assessed to see if the allele frequencies 

were similar between the database and those obtained in this study. The majority of YSTR 

markers showed the same trends with some exceptions. Some of the YSTR markers had a 

different top peak, e.g. DYS448, in this study 20 occurs the most, while in the YHRD database 

19 occurs the most (107). These markers displayed trend, though the graph was slightly 

skewed. Some YSTR markers had “holes” in the frequency, e.g. DYS481 had a negatively 

skewed bell shape, while the curve obtained in this study looks more like an M, as this study 

does not contain many 24 alleles. The obtained allele frequencies were further used to 

calculate the marker genetic diversities of the YSTR alleles.  

The YSTR marker with the definitively lowest GD value is DYS392, followed by DYS391, 

DYS549, and DYS392. The rapidly mutation YSTR markers show the highest GD values, in 

addition to DYS481 and DYS3851/b. The marker genetic diversities vary between the YSTR 

markers used in this study, but they also vary between populations. DYS393 was the YSTR 
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marker with the lowest GD value in this study. However, in other population studies this YSTR 

marker does not always have the lowest GD value. A summary of seven population studies 

analyzing 15 populations with the Yfiler Plus kit shows that the following nine YSTR markers 

were among the three YSTR markers with the lowest GD values, DYS437, DYS391, DYS393, 

DYS438, DYS389, DYS392, DYS460, DYS389 and DYS456, where the most frequent were the 

first three (72, 87, 108-112). 

The two kits used in this study contain several RM YSTR markers. The Yfiler Plus kit 

contains six RM YSTR markers and the ForenSeq kit contains four RM YSTR markers. All the 

RM YSTR markers have GD values above 0.7, ranging from 0.76 to 0.90. Initially these RM YSTR 

markers were estimated for European populations, but it was in a later study concluded that 

the RM YSTR markers increase GD values, as well as HD and DC, for populations worldwide 

(39, 40). Therefore, it is expected that RM YSTR markers have high GD values, and they are 

frequently observed with a GD value above 0.7 (72, 87, 110, 111). However, one study found 

that four RM YSTR markers had a lower GD value when analyzing the Algerian population, the 

GD value for DYS627 was estimated as low as 0.24 (109).  

Sequence-based allele variants 

Several YSTR markers showed an increase in sequence-based allele variant compared 

to fragment length-based allele variants. Eleven YSTR markers had an increase when 

sequencing the repeat unit, while six had an increase when sequencing the flanking region. 

Sequencing of the repeat unit obtained 58 new allele variants considering all YSTR markers in 

the kit, while sequencing of the flanking region obtained eight new allele variants.  

Many of the YSTR markers that have a large increase in allele-variants when assessing 

sequence-based information in this study are frequently the YSTR markers with the largest 

allele variant increase when sequenced in other populations, e.g. DYS387S1, DYS389II, 

DYS635, DYS448, and DYS390 (113-117). This is expected as some loci are proven to have many 

sequence variants, while others have few or none (118). The trend is apparently present 

across propulsions.  

Three of the allele variants obtained by sequencing of the flanking region are 

mutations in the far end of the downstream flanking region and may be a result of sequencing 

errors (DYS460 allele 10, DYS612 2x allele 33). It is common for sequencing errors to occur 

more frequently the longer the sequenced DNA strand is. Possibly due to a combination of a 

weakened polymerase activity and thus the proofreading becomes poorer, as well as few 

available reagents as most of them have already been used. In two of the cases the mutation 

leads to the formation of a poly-adenine tail, which promotes polymerase detachment. These 

samples should be re-sequenced to validate the results. Though sequencing of the flanking 

region increases the number of allele variants one can question if the effort is worth the 

results. In this case the flanking region gave an approx. 6% increase in allele variants while the 

repeat unit gave an approx. 40% increase.  
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Other studies have also found that the sequence variation in the flanking regions leads 

to few new alleles compared to the repeat unit (114, 116). Another challenge regarding 

flanking regions is that different commercially available kits may produce flanking regions of 

variable length for the same YSTR marker because different primers are used. Making it 

difficult to compare results obtained using various kits. However, the flanking regions do add 

some discriminatory power and if a standardization for the length of the flanking regions is 

determined it would be easier to compare various kits.  

To the authors knowledge, 19 of the sequence-based allele variants are novel, while 

the remaining 47 are presented in previous literature (115, 117, 119). However, as there is no 

database for sequenced YSTR markers it is cumbersome tracking down previously reported 

sequence-based variants. In addition, not all studies follow the same nomenclature, making 

comparison difficult, especially if the provided sequence information is from the opposite 

strand.  

Recently a database for sequenced autosomal STR markers has been create, NOMAUT 

(www.nomaut.org). Hopefully, a database for sequenced YSTR markers will be created soon. 

A database will also require that nomenclature is standardized. The apparent amount of novel 

sequence-based allele variants emphasizes the importance of creating a database and 

agreeing on a nomenclature, as well as emphasizing the importance of sequence-based 

population studies. The International Society for Forensic Genetics (ISFG) proposed, in 2016, 

considerations on minimal nomenclature requirements (120). Examples of considerations are 

that the forward strand should always be presented, choice of reference sequence, and 

updated allele frequency databases.  

The main reasons for utilizing MPS is an increase in allele variants for several loci. For 

the purpose of YSTR markers, this means that DNA samples contained more than one male 

donor can be easier distinguished from one another. MPS makes easier in separating the 

major and minor component, as well as separate the minor component from the stutters of 

the major component. It is more sensitive, as all amplified data is sequenced individually, and 

it gives better YSTR-typing results from samples that are degraded or have a low DNA 

concentration (118). In addition, MPS can allow separation of related individuals as mutations 

separating them can be visualized.  

Haplotypes and calculations of analytical power  

The haplotypes obtained from the Yfiler Plus, Yfiler, and ForenSeq YSTR markers were 

assessed by the counting method. The Yfiler markers produce the smallest frequency of 

unique haplotypes and the lowest discriminatory capacity. The Yfiler Plus markers produce a 

higher frequency of unique haplotypes and an increased discriminatory capacity, in line with 

several studies (72, 87, 108-112, 121, 122). However, analysis using the ForenSeq markers 

provide the highest frequency of unique haplotypes and discriminatory capacity. Note that 

the sample set for ForenSeq is slightly smaller than the Yfiler/Yfiler Plus sample set (286 vs. 

301). An increase in unique haplotype frequency was associated with both an increase in HD 
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and DC, and a decrease in match probability. However, the DC is dependent on the size of the 

sample set. Therefore, the Yfiler Plus markers have a higher DC than the ForenSeq markers 

even though they produce a smaller unique haplotype frequency than the ForenSeq markers. 

This reasoning is supported by previous studies (72, 111, 112).  

At the time of sample collection all participants filled out a questionnaire asking about 

the donor’s birth year and place, as well as morphological traits. For the individuals that have 

identical haplotypes these questionnaires were reviewed to exclude that the same individual 

was sampled several times. All 301 samples were collected from different individuals. 

However, it is not possible to determine how closely the individuals are related, or if they in 

fact are related at all.  

A selection of studies from 2015 to 2019 done in various countries have analyzed and 

compared numerous populations using the Yfiler Plus kit (72, 87, 108-112, 121-123). The 

following comparison of these studies is based on the frequency of unique haplotypes for each 

population as the sample size varies considerably. The Danish, Caucasian (USA), African 

American (USA), Nantong Han (China) and European (Australia) all had a unique haplotype 

frequency of 1, meaning none of the individuals shared haplotypes. The following populations 

had a unique frequency between 0.99 and 0.90, Japanese, Austrian, Asian (USA), Mongolian, 

Libyan, Lithuanian, Hispanic (USA), east Asia (Australia), Duar (inner Mongolia), Somalis, 

Egyptians, Saudi Arabian, and the Norwegian sample set analyzed in this study. The Algerian 

and Moroccan populations had a unique haplotype frequency below 0.9, and the lowest 

frequencies, below 0.6, came from the Greenlandic and Australian Aboriginal population. 

There is no other population data from Scandinavian countries available for comparison.  

Analysis of molecular variance and multidimensional scaling plot 

The pairwise genetic distances (RST) between the Norwegian sample set and thirteen 

other European populations were calculated with the AMOVA & MDS tool provided with the 

YHRD database. When applying the Bonferroni correction there is one non-significant p-value, 

in the comparison between the Norwegian and Danish population. The remaining populations 

were significantly different from the Norwegian sample set. The second closest population is 

the Danish population. These results are realistic considering the fact that these are the two 

populations geographically closest to Norway. Drawing from than conclusion one can 

postulate that a comparison to a Swedish population lead to values similar to the comparison 

of Denmark and the Russian Federation due to its geographical position.  

The YHRD tool that allows AMOVA also creates an MDS plot containing the same 

populations as used in the AMOVA. The Danish and Russian Federation populations were 

closest to the Norwegian sample set. Other geographically close populations, such as 

Switzerland, Austria, Germany, Italy, and Belgium or the eastern European countries were also 

close to on the MDS plot. Furthermore, the most secluded populations were Greenland and 

Spain. The latter is geographically far west of any other populations included in the analysis, 
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and the Greenlandic populations has a different population history compared to the rest of 

the European populations.  

Haplotype search in the Y-chromosome STR haplotype reference database 

The 290 and 271 haplotypes obtained from the Yfiler Plus and Yfiler YSTR markers, 

respectively, were used to perform a search in the YHRD database. The haplotypes obtained 

using the ForenSeq kit were not used as not all of the YSTR markers are included in the 

database. No matches were found for the Norwegian Yfiler Plus haplotypes. However, using 

the Yfiler haplotypes, a match was found for 138 of the haplotypes. It is obvious that the 

additional YSTR markers included in the Yfiler Plus kit add more discriminatory power. Of the 

nine added YSTR markers, six of them are RM and one is highly discriminatory. The increase 

in discriminatory power may be the result of including more YSTR markers to the haplotype 

combined with the fact that some of these markers are rapidly mutating and may increase the 

discriminating power even further. However, it should be noted that the size of the Yfiler Plus 

database is much lower than the Yfiler database, 45 892 and 209 111, respectively. The table 

also illustrates that if a haplotype is observed in several times the augmented counting 

(n+1/N+1) and Kappa calculations are lower than if the haplotype is not previously observed. 

Future expansion of the Yfiler Plus database may lead to matches also for the Yfiler Plus 

haplotypes. In addition, no northern European populations, except Denmark and the Russian 

Federation are included in the Yfiler Plus database. However, all northern European 

population are included in the Yfiler database. The AMOVA tool showed that geographically 

close countries have a shorter relative genetic distance. Therefore, it is likely that a large 

proportion of the Yfiler haplotype matches are to neighboring countries.  

The Yfiler Plus and Yfiler haplotypes will be uploaded and registered in YHRD. However, 

before this can be done the laboratory must perform a laboratory-comparison test in order to 

upload the haplotypes to the database.  

Haplogroup prediction  

 The individuals in this study were divided in three major haplogroups, R1a, I1 and R1b. 

The haplogroups were predicted using Whit Athey’s Haplogroup Predictor. Haplogroup R1a is 

also named R-M420 and possibly originates from Eurasia. The R1a haplogroup is one of the 

widest spread haplogroups, though the substructure within the large geographic area is rather 

poorly characterized (78). In this study approx. 30% of the individuals were predicted to 

belong in R1a, somewhat larger than shown in previous studies. One study found the R1a 

haplogroup in 20% of individuals in Norway (77), though the sample set was rather low (n=74). 

Another study carried out a few years later with a larger sample set (n=118) concluded the 

same, that the presence in Norway peaks at approx. 20% (78).  

 Approx. 28% of the individuals in this study were predicted to belong in haplogroup I1. 

Haplogroup I1 is also known as I-M253 and most likely originates from Northern Europe (79). 

One study suggested an I1 frequency of approx. 40% in the Norwegian population, using a 
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sample set of 72 (79). The haplogroup was also found in high frequencies (≥25%) in Sweden, 

Germany and in the Sami population. Another study suggested the frequency to be approx. 

30% in a Norwegian sample set (n=20) (124).  

 Lastly, approx. 25% of the individuals were predicted to belong in haplogroup 

R1bHaplogroup R1b is known as R-M343, Hg1 and Eu18 and possibly originates from Western 

and central Asia (80). The haplogroup exists in rather large frequencies in Northwest Europe 

(80). One study has found a frequency of 28% in a sample set of 52 Norwegian males (125), a 

value consistent with the frequency obtained in this study. 

 There is also a rather large frequency, approx. 12%, of the individuals for which no 

haplogroup could be predicted. Depending on the European region selected, northwest 

Europe or equal priors, there are 35 or 36 samples, respectively, that do not qualify for the 

haplogroups included in the analysis. The only setting altered was the European region. As the 

method stated a minimum score and probability was chosen to be 40 and 95%, as 

recommended by Whit Athey’s Haplogroup Predictor. Using other settings may have led to 

changed results that may have included fewer blank individuals. Other haplogroups that were 

observed in this study include Q, I2b1, G2a, E1b1b, I2a, J2a and E1b1a1. These haplogroups 

possibly originate from south central Siberia, Europe, western Asia, horn of Africa, Europe, 

western Asia and the horn of Africa, respectively (81-86). These haplogroups will not be 

discussed in further detail due to their small frequencies.  

Principal component analysis  

Since the haplogroup analysis clearly illustrated three major haplogroups a principal 

component analysis (PCA) was performed to see if the haplogroup division could be supported 

by a PCA plot. A PCA is used for quality control and population substructure detection (126, 

127). PCA plots can be created based on SNPs or YSTR markers, and the plot can be used to 

compare populations or individual samples within a population (128). The PCA plot clearly 

illustrates a threefold division in the sample set, in compliance with the haplogroup results. 

Each dot on the PCA plot represents a sample, and each dot could be clicked to see what 

sample it represented. In total 15 dots from each of the three major groups were inspected 

and compared to the haplogroup they were assigned to. The comparison lead to the 

assumption that the top left cluster represents the R1b haplogroup, the bottom left cluster 

represents R1a and the cluster to the right represents I1. The division of the clusters also 

indicates that the R1a and R1b haplogroup are closer related than to I1. To the authors 

knowledge, there is no previous study where a PCA plot has been created based on a 

Norwegian sample set comprising of YSTR markers. Nevertheless, PCA plots have been 

extensively used to compare populations based on YSTR markers (129-134).   
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Conclusion and future perspectives 
The collection of biological material in this study has made a significant contribution 

to the research biobank at CFG. All males in the current research biobank that were third 

generation Norwegian on their farther father’s side (n=301) were successfully typed using the 

Yfiler Plus PCR Amplification kit, and 286 samples were successfully sequenced using the 

ForenSeq DNA Signature Prep and MiSeq FGx Reagent kit, with minimal changes to the 

manufacturers’ protocol. Further work is needed to sequence the remaining samples. 

Furthermore, is has to be established if biological material from more male contributors has 

to be collected and analyzed to for fill requirements for publishing the Norwegian sample data 

set to the Y-chromosomal STR haplotype reference database (YHRD). Any future collection 

and analysis will further improve the result and likely strengthen the findings of this study. The 

type of samples examined in this study are reference samples. Before being able to use YSTR 

analyses for casework, the laboratory needs to perform a thorough validation study with 

relevant sample types, including low DNA-concentrations, degraded DNA and mixtures. 

The concordance between the Yfiler Plus and the ForenSeq kit was very high 

considering typing results based on allele-length. The number of allele variants increased in 

15 of the YSTR markers when including sequence information of both the repeat units and 

flanking regions obtained using the ForenSeq kit. Of the two regions, the variation in the 

repeat unit provided the largest increase in new allele variants. The implementation of 

sequencing-based analysis methods will become more and more common in forensic genetics 

in the near future. Sequence-based databases are needed to gather as much population data 

as possible, allowing easier search and matching of sequence variants, as YHRD provides for 

fragment length-based alleles. Databases start to appear, but it is not possible to report 

population data for YSTR-markers yet. This will also require establishment of a standard 

nomenclature. Several apparent novel sequence variants were discovered in this study, 

underlining the importance of sequence-based populations studies, as YSTR markers in a 

Norwegian sample set have not previously been sequenced 

Based on the forensic parameters and diversity values it is clear that the inclusion of 

rapidly mutating YSTR markers increased the discriminatory capacity and decreases the 

matching probability. The ForenSeq kit had a higher frequency of unique haplotypes and 

discriminatory capacity compared to the Yfiler Plus and Yfiler loci. Analysis with the ForenSeq 

is quite expensive so the Yfiler Plus kit is a cheaper option as it is also highly discriminating. 

The ForenSeq kit also collects information on other STR markers as well as SNPs in the same 

analysis. If the goal is to gather more information than the Y-chromosomal haplotype, analysis 

using ForenSeq may be more convenient that running more analysis with different kits.  

Comparing the genetic distances between the Norwegian sample set to other 

populations showed that the Norwegian population is significantly different from almost all 

other European populations included in the analysis. However, the comparison only included 

one other Scandinavian population. Future inclusion of other Scandinavian populations will 

give a clearer image of the genetic distances in northern Europe.   
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Appendix 1 
Table 1 – Pairwise genetic distance (RST) and the corresponding p-values comparing 14 European populations. The marginally significant p-values are bold and green, and the non-significant p-

values bold and red.  

Population Norway Austria Belgium Denmark Germany Greenland Hungary Italy Lithuania Poland Russian F. Slovenia Spain Switzerland 

Norway - 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Austria 0.0392 - 0.0001 0.0027 0.0076 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 

Belgium 0.0841 0.0197 - 0.0000 0.0025 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0393 

Denmark 0.0177 0.0099 0.0412 - 0.0016 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 
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Appendix 2 
Table 1-24 – Sequence-based allele variants obtained using the ForenSeq kit to sequence the Norwegian sample set obtained in this study (n=286). If no sequence variants are found in the 
flanking regions, or non-repeat fractions of the repeat unit the sequences are listed under the table. Totally, 15 YSTR markers contain additional sequence-based allele variants, nine in the repeat 
unit only, four in the flanking region only, and two in both the repeat unit and flanking region. DYS460 and DYS488 cut the downstream flanking region unevenly. DYS389II is missing the 
downstream flanking region, and DYS570, DYS219, and DYS392 is missing the upstream flanking region. Novel sequence variants are emphasized using a bold asterisk. Singe base mutations 

in the repeat unit and flanking regions are red and underlined.  

DYS392 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

11 179 (TAT)11 

12 12 (TAT)12 

13 72 (TAT)13 

14 23 (TAT)14 

17 1 (TAT)17 

Downstream flanking region: TTACTAAGGAATGGGATTGGTAGGTTTAA 

DYS391 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

9 1 (TCTA)9 

10 159 (TCTA)10 

11 118 (TCTA)11 

12 7 (TCTA)12 

13 1 (TCTA)13 

Upstream flanking region: ATATCTGTCTGTCTG 
Downstream flanking region: TCTGCCTATCTGCCTGCCTACCTATCCCTCTAT 

DYS448 Allele variants n Repeat Unit Flanking Region 

17 2 (AGAGAT)11 N42 (AGAGAT)6 AGAGAGGTAAAGATAGAGATAAATTTCCAGACCGGC 

18 4 (AGAGAT)11 N42 (AGAGAT)7 AGAGAGGTAAAGATAGAGATAAATTTCCAG 

19 
109 (AGAGAT)11 N42 (AGAGAT)8 AGAGAGGTAAAGATAGAGATAAAT 

1 (AGAGAT)12 N42 (AGAGAT)7 AGAGAGGTAAAGATAGAGATAAAT 

20 156 (AGAGAT)12 N42 (AGAGAT)8 AGAGAGGTAAAGATAGAG 

21 14 (AGAGAT)13 N42 (AGAGAT)8 AGAGAGGTAAAG 

Upstream flanking region: GAGATAGAGACATGGATAA 
N42: ATAGAGATAGAGAGATAGAGATAGAGATAGATAGATAGAGAA 



II 
 

DYS533 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

8 2 (TATC)8 

9 2 (TATC)9 

10 5 (TATC)10 

11 119 (TATC)11 

12 140 (TATC)12 

13 17 (TATC)13 

14 1 (TATC)14 

Upstream flanking region: TAACTATATAACTATGTATTATCTATCAATCTTCTACCTATCATCTTTCTAGCTAGCTATCATC 

Downstream flanking region: ATCTATCATCTTCTATTGTTT 

DYS460  
Allele variants 

 
n 

 
Repeat Unit 

 
Flanking Region 

9 1 (ATAG)9 
ATAATAGACAAATACATAATAAATGATAGGCAGAGGATAGATGATATGGATAGACAGATATATCTAATAGGTAGATGATA
GATAATAGGTAGATAGAAGATAGGTAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATA 

10 
109 (ATAG)10 

ATAATAGACAAATACATAATAAATGATAGGCAGAGGATAGATGATATGGATAGACAGATATATCTAATAGGTAGATGATA
GATAATAGGTAGATAGAAGATAGGTAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATA 

1* (ATAG)10 
ATAATAGACAAATACATAATAAATGATAGGCAGAGGATAGATGATATGGATAGACAGATATATCTAATAGGTAGATGATA
GATAATAGGTAGATAGAAGATAGGTAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACA  

11 153 (ATAG)11 
ATAATAGACAAATACATAATAAATGATAGGCAGAGGATAGATGATATGGATAGACAGATATATCTAATAGGTAGATGATA
GATAATAGGTAGATAGAAGATAGGTAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATA 

12 22 (ATAG)12 
ATAATAGACAAATACATAATAAATGATAGGCAGAGGATAGATGATATGGATAGACAGATATATCTAATAGGTAGATGATA
GATAATAGGTAGATAGAAGATAGGTAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATA 

Upstream flanking region: GTCAAGACAGTAGCAAGCACAAGAATACCAGAGGAATCTGACACCTCTGAC 

DYS635 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

20 2 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)10 

21 58 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)11 

22 
42 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)12 

6 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)8 

23 
148 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)9 

9 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)13 

24 14 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)10 



III 
 

5 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)14 

25 
2 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)11 

1 (TCTA)4 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)2 (TGTA)2 (TCTA)15 

Upstream flanking region: TGGCTTCTCACTTTGCATAGAATC 

Downstream flanking region: TCACATTTTCTTTATCCATTCATTGATTGATGGATATTTGGGCTGGTTCCACATTTTTCCAACTGTGAATTTTGCTGCTATAAACAATGTATGTGCAAGTGTCTT 

DYS437 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

14 123 (TCTA)8 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)4 

15 76 (TCTA)9 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)4 

16 
84 (TCTA)10 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)4 

1* (TCTA)9 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)4 

17 2 (TCTA)11 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)4 

Upstream flanking region: ATGCCCATCCGG 

Downstream flanking region: TCATCTATCATCTGTGAATGATGTCTATCTACTTATCTATGAATGATATTTATCTGTGGTTATCTATCTATCTATATCATCTGTGAATGACAGGGTCTTCCTCTG 

DYS389I Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

12 
87 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)9 

3 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)10 

13 
129 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 

1* (TCTG)2 (TCTA)11 

14 65 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)11 

15 1 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)12 

Upstream flanking region: ATCTGTATTATCTATGTA 

Downstream flanking region: TCCCTCCCTCTATCAATCTATCTATTTATCTAGCAGTCCATCATCTATCTATGACATTCTT 

DYS19 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

13 8 (TAGA)2 TAGG (TAGA)10 

14 144 (TAGA)2 TAGG (TAGA)11 

15 85 (TAGA)2 TAGG (TAGA)12 

16 45 (TAGA)2 TAGG (TAGA)13 

17 4 (TAGA)2 TAGG (TAGA)14 



IV 
 

Downstream flanking region: 

TATAGTGACACTCTCCTTAACCCAGATGGACTCCTTGTCCTCACTACATGGCCATGGCCCGAAGTATTACTCCTGGTGCCCCAGCCACTATTTCCAGGTGCAGAGATTGACCA 

Y-GATA-H4 Allele variants n Repeat Unit Flanking Region 

10 5 (TAGA)10 ATGGATAGATTAGATGGATGAATAGATAGATAGATAGATACATAGATAG 

11 96 (TAGA)11 ATGGATAGATTAGATGGATGAATAGATAGATAGATAGATACATAGATAG 

12 
134 (TAGA)12 ATGGATAGATTAGATGGATGAATAGATAGATAGATAGATACATAGATAG 

1* (TAGA)12 ATGGATAGATTAGATGGAAGAATAGATAGATAGATAGATACATAGATAG 

13 44 (TAGA)13 ATGGATAGATTAGATGGATGAATAGATAGATAGATAGATACATAGATAG 

14 6 (TAGA)14 ATGGATAGATTAGATGGATGAATAGATAGATAGATAGATACATAGATAG 

Upstream flanking region: AGATAGATAGATAGATCTATAGATAGATAGGTAGGTAGG 

DYS439 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

10 80 (GATA)10 

11 126 (GATA)11 

12 62 (GATA)12 

13 17 (GATA)13 

14 1 (GATA)14 

Upstream flanking region: GATAGATATACAGATAGATAGATACATAGGTGGAGACAGATAGATGATAAATAGAA 

Downstream flanking region: GAAAGTATAAGTAAAGAGATGAT 

DYS438 Allele variants  n Repeat Unit 

9 11 (TTTTC)9 

10 104 (TTTTC)10 

11 91 (TTTTC)11 

12 76 (TTTTC)12 

13 4 (TTTTC)13 

Upstream flanking region: GGTAAACAGTATA 

Downstream flanking region: TATTTGAAATGGAGTTTCACTCTTGTTGCCCAGGCT 

DYS389II Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

25 1 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)8 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)9 



V 
 

27 1 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)10 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)9 

28 

72 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)11 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)9 

5 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)10 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 

2* (TCTG)5 (TCTA)11 N48 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)10 

1 (TCTG)4 (TCTA)11 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 

29 

81 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)11 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 

13 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)9 

4 (TCTG)4 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 

1* (TCTG)5 (TCTA)11 N48 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)11 

1* (TCTG)5 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)2 (TCTA)10 

30 

35 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 

13 (TCTG)4 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)11 

19 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)11 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)11 

31 

25 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)11 

2 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)13 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 

1 (TCTG)6 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)10 

1 (TCTG)4 (TCTA)13 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)11 

1* (TCTG)4 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)12 

32 
4 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)13 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)11 

1 (TCTG)6 (TCTA)12 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)11 

33 2 (TCTG)5 (TCTA)14 N48 (TCTG)3 (TCTA)11 

Upstream flanking region: ATCTGTATTATCTATGTGTGTG 

N48: TCATTATACCTACTTCTGTATCCAACTCTCATCTGTATTATCTATGTA 

DYS576 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

14 3 (AAAG)14 

15 10 (AAAG)15 

16 60 (AAAG)16 

17 100 (AAAG)17 

18 70 (AAAG)18 

19 32 (AAAG)19 

20 10 (AAAG)20 



VI 
 

21 1 (AAAG)21 

Upstream flanking region: TCAGCCAAGCAACATAGCAAGACCTCATCTCTGAATA 

Downstream flanking region: AAAAAGCCAAGACAAATACGCTTATTACTCCCATCTCCT 

DYS390 Allele variants n Flanking Region Repeat Unit 

22 
46 TCTATCTA (TCTG)8 (TCTA)9 TCTG (TCTA)4 

2* TCTATCTA (TCTG)8 (TCTA)10 TCTG (TCTA)3 

23 

76 TCTATCTA (TCTG)8 (TCTA)10 TCTG (TCTA)4 

3 TCTATCTA (TCTG)9 (TCTA)9 TCTG (TCTA)4 

2 TCTATCTA (TCTG)7 (TCTA)11 TCTG (TCTA)4 

23 

67 TCTATCTA (TCTG)8 (TCTA)11 TCTG (TCTA)4 

3 TCTCTCTA (TCTG)8 (TCTA)11 TCTG (TCTA)4 

1 TCTATCTA (TCTG)7 (TCTA)12 TCTG (TCTA)4 

25 

75 TCTATCTA (TCTG)8 (TCTA)12 TCTG (TCTA)4 

3* TCTCTCTA (TCTG)8 (TCTA)12 TCTG (TCTA)4 

4 TCTATCTA (TCTG)9 (TCTA)11 TCTG (TCTA)4 

26 4 TCTATCTA (TCTG)8 (TCTA)13 TCTG (TCTA)4 

Downstream flanking region: TCATCTATCTATCTTTCCTTGTTTCTGAGTATACACATTGCAATGTTTTCATTTTACTGTCATCCATTTCT 

DYS570 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

16 27 (TTTC)16 

17 67 (TTTC)17 

18 79 (TTTC)18 

19 55 (TTTC)19 

20 
35 (TTTC)20 

1 TTCC (TTTC)20 

21 14 (TTTC)21 

22 8 (TTTC)22 

Downstream flanking region: TTTTTGTAGATAGG 

 



VII 
 

DYF387S1 Allele variants n Repeat Unit  

34 

3 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)9 (AAAG)12 

2 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)8 (AAAG)13 

1 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)7 (AAAG)14 

1 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)10 (AAAG)11 

35 

41 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)10 (AAAG)12 

19 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)9 (AAAG)13 

1 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)8 (AAAG)14 

1 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)7 (AAAG)15 

1* (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)11 (AAAG)11 

36 

60 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)10 (AAAG)13 

43 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)9 (AAAG)14 

5 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)11 (AAAG)12 

2 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)7 (AAAG)16 

37 

113 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)9 (AAAG)15 

56 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)10 (AAAG)14 

13 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)11 (AAAG)13 

1 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)8 (AAAG)16 

1* (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG AAAG (GAAG)12 (AAAG)13 

38 

35 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)10 (AAAG)15 

48 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)11 (AAAG)14 

37 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)9 (AAAG)16 

2 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)12 (AAAG)13 

39 

9 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)11 (AAAG)15 

9 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)10 (AAAG)16 

19 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)12 (AAAG)14 

14 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)9 (AAAG)17 

40 

5 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)12 (AAAG)15 

2 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)9 (AAAG)18 

2 (AAAG)3 GTGA (GAAG)4 (AAAG)2 GAAG (AAAG)2 (GAAG)11 (AAAG)16 

Upstream flanking region: GAAGAAAGAGAAAA 

Downstream flanking region: AAAATAAAAAAAA 



VIII 
 

DYS385a/b 
Allele variant n Flanking Region Repeat Unit Flanking Region 

10 
7 

AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)10 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

1* 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGGAAA 

(GAAA)10 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

11 169 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)11 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

12 8 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)12 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

13 
67 

AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)13 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

2* 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGGAAA 

(GAAA)13 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

14 
211 

AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)14 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

2* 
AAAGAAAAGAAATAAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)14 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

14.2 1* 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)14 GA AAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

15 54 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)15 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

16 10 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)16 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

17 3 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)17 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

18 2 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)18 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

19 2 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)19 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

20 1 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)20 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

21 1 
AAAGAAAAGAAATGAAATTCAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAGAAAGAAAGTAAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAAAA 
GAGAAAAAGAAAGAAAGAGAAGAAAGAGAAAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGGAAGG 

(GAAA)21 GAGAAAAAGAAAGGA 

 



IX 
 

DYS481 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

20 19 (CTT)20 

21 
10 (CTT)21 

2 CTG (CTT)20 

22 
69 (CTT)22 

1 CTG (CTT)21 

23 58 (CTT)23 

24 19 (CTT)24 

25 71 (CTT)25 

26 22 (CTT)26 

27 10 (CTT)27 

28 5 (CTT)28 

Upstream flanking region: TGGCTAACGCTGTTCAGCATGCTG 

Downstream flanking region: TTTTGA 

DYS549 Allele variants n Flanking Region Repeat Unit 

10 1 TAATAAGGTAGACATAGCAATTAGGTAGGTAAAGAGGAAGATGATAGATGATTAGAAAGAT (GATA)10 

11 29 TAATAAGGTAGACATAGCAATTAGGTAGGTAAAGAGGAAGATGATAGATGATTAGAAAGAT (GATA)11 

12 
180 TAATAAGGTAGACATAGCAATTAGGTAGGTAAAGAGGAAGATGATAGATGATTAGAAAGAT (GATA)12 

1* TAATAAGGTAGACATAGCAATTAGGTAGGTGAAGAGGAAGATGATAGATGATTAGAAAGAT (GATA)12 

13 63 TAATAAGGTAGACATAGCAATTAGGTAGGTAAAGAGGAAGATGATAGATGATTAGAAAGAT (GATA)13 

14 10 TAATAAGGTAGACATAGCAATTAGGTAGGTAAAGAGGAAGATGATAGATGATTAGAAAGAT (GATA)14 

15 2 TAATAAGGTAGACATAGCAATTAGGTAGGTAAAGAGGAAGATGATAGATGATTAGAAAGAT (GATA)15 

Downstream flanking region: GAAAAAATCTACATAAACAAAATCACAAATGGAAAAGGGGACATTACCA 

DYS505 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

9 1 (TCCT)9 

10 2 (TCCT)10 

11 110 (TCCT)11 

12 136 (TCCT)12 

13 35 (TCCT)13 

14 2 (TCCT)14 



X 
 

Upstream flanking region: GTTTACTTTCTTTCTCTTTTTCTCTTTTTTTCTTTATTTTTCTTTCTCTGTTCTTTTTCTC 

Downstream flanking region: TCTTTCCCTCCTTCTTTCTCTTTA 

DYS643 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

9 2 (CTTTT)9 

10 152 (CTTTT)10 

11 36 (CTTTT)11 

12 85 (CTTTT)12 

13 11 (CTTTT)13 

Upstream flanking region: TGATTTTTGCAGGTGTTCACTGCAAGCCATGCCTGGTTAAACTACTGTGC 

Downstream flanking region: CTTTCTTTTTAAAACTT 

DYS522 Allele variants n Repeat Unit 

10 139 (GATA)10      

11 86 (GATA)11 

12 
37 (GATA)12 

1 (GATA)11 GACA 

13 12 (GATA)13 

14 11 (GATA)14 

Upstream flanking region: ATAGAT 

Downstream flanking region: GACAGATGTCCACCATGAGGTTC 

DYS612 Allele variants n = 286  Repeat Unit Flanking Region 

24 1 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)19 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

26 2 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)21 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

27 12 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)22 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

28 17 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)23 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

29 36 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)24 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 



XI 
 

1* (TCT)4 CCT TCT CCT (TCT)22 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

30 
83 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)25 

GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

1* (TCT)4 CCT TCT CCT (TCT)23 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

31 79 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)26 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

32 31 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)27 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

33 

11 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)28 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

4* (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)28 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAAAAAAA 

1 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)15 CCT (TCT)12 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAAAAAAA 

34 7 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)29 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

35 1 (TCT)4 CCT (TCT)30 
GTCACTTTTCCAAATTATTTTCTTTTGCCTTCCCTCAGTTCCCTTTTTGGCTCTAGATACCCATGG 
CAAGTGTCAAGCAATGCACAAGAATGAACAAAAGGC 

Upstream flanking region: TTTCACACAGGTTCAGAGGTTTGCCTCCTCCTCCTCCTCTT 

 

 


